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Deputy Minister of Education, J im Carter, extreme left, 
is shown here with Tom Walker (director, REM Lee 
Theatre), Jerry Musslo (Executive Director of School 
programs), Skip Bergsma (Assistant Superlntendent for 
School D is t r i c t  88), and Harold Cox (Director of In. 
struction for Distr ict 88). Carter  and Mussio were  in 
Terrace Monday and today to get feedback on the 
proposed changes to graduation requirements for 
secondary school students. 
Residents comment on curriculum 
by RALPH RESCHKE mean that B.C. students would have modifications to the white paper, either an arts and science major, an 
Herald Staff WHter to takeone more course than' is before publishing the results in!  applied arts and science major, ora 
TERRACE-- Local and regional needed by B.C. universities in their August. .... : ' :~ eareerpreparation major. 
.educators met Monday evening with entrance requirements, i " Carter says that students will the~i' i As well, language offerings will be- 
~e  Deputy ~r.~Edu.~On..  ,,~.,Thq,~epu.ty~ Minister.. Says...: have an Oppe~unit~. ,to. make.the~..-i ~ expandod:.~'~Inelude,,Chineso and, 
dan. usher,, foleY el llZ.ir c.titlcmm ' ~.rd~'ifllM~idstiO M ~put forward by. ' ~ deeisionsbesed on  the f lew Japanese In add!tton to French, 
ngalust ann recommenaauoas zor one local educator would see that requirements a year  before they German, Spanish, and Latin. 
the ministry's proposed white paper, four-course requirement reduced to 
outlining changes tn graduation three~ to match post-secondary 
requirements for secondary schools, requirements. 
The meeting took phce last night The second suggesiion made was 
at the REM Lee Theatre, before an . .directed towards the applied arts 
audience of about 40 people, some of and sciences tream. With the new 
whom made presentations to the 
deputy minister and Jerry Mussio, 
executive dirrector for schools' 
programs, including curriculum 
development. 
Saying that the criticism beard 
was "clear and sharp," the deputy 
minister made it understood that at 
least two of the recommendations 
made will beput on the agenda for 
discussion in Victoria, after 14 other 
public meetings have .taken place in  
B.C. 
"Two suggestions were made 
tonight, that were of the type we 
were looking for," Carter said after 
the meeting. 
"One was in our arts and sciences' 
stream,", he continued. "We are 
graduation requirements, tudents 
must take courses in grade II that 
are pre-requisites to grade 12 
programs. 
Says Carter, "The problem arises 
because we're moving from 
basically having no pre-requislte 
requirements toa position where we 
would be asking for four courses on 
the 12 level with grade 11 pre- 
requisites." 
The suggested change calls for a 
reduction in the number of courses 
with prerequisites from four to two. 
Carter says both 'suggestions will 
be put to the ministry of education, 
along with other suggestions for 
evaluation and discussion. 
Carter says submissions to the 
going to require four grade 1~' ministry should be made by May 30. 
examinable academic subjects be ~ The ministry will then take two 
taken for graduation i the arts and months to study the recom- 
sciences stream, and this would meadatlons and possibly make 
become implemented in the school 
system. 
During his presentation, i the 
deputy minister explained/the 
mason for these changes i that in 
the last few years many students 
were tak~g the smallest number of 
courses necessary to graduate. 
He said that this 'resulted in a 
hodge-podge of courses lacking 
challenge and-direction. He hopes 
the new requirements will solve the 
problem, he said. 
Here:are some o f  the changes 
as outlined in the discussion paper; 
As of September, !985, students 
entering rade 11 will have to keep 
the following requirements in mind, 
should they wish to graduate. 
They will .have to successfully 
complete • one senior level 
mathematics and science course. 
The number of electives they may 
elect o take will be reduced from six 
to three and physical education as a 
graduating requirement will be 
dropped. 
Students will have to choose from 
one of three major areas of study, 
Ina  handout given, at the meeting, 
the Ministry of EduCation concludes 
that the changes uggested :in the 
discussion paper are not wholesale 
changes, but rather, represent at- 
tempts made to modify and refine 
the structure that is presently doing 
a good job for most students. 
Many teachers are concerned that 
the new requirements are not only 
too rigid, but will also force students 
to make career choices at  an age 
where they are not ready to do so. 
A possibl e scenario might'be that 
the dropout-rate for graduating 
students will increase over the next 
few years as a result of this latest 
government proposal. 
However, Carter disagrees, 
saying that in recent studies from 
the United States, where such 
programs are in place, the rate of 
graduating students has actually 
risen. 
Presentations were heard from 
representatives from Kitimat, 
Hazelton, and Prince Rupert as well 
as the Terrace area. 
Brake failure may have caused deaths 
that crashed Jan. 30 on Mount 
Washington, killing two students 
returning from a day of skiing with 
elassmates, smelled of hot brakes; a 
coroner's inquest was told Monday. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- A crowded bus : Adam Kerr, 17, and Scott Branson, 
• 16, students at Claremunt secondary 
school In Victoria, were killed. 
Kerr died when the bus crashed 
into a ditch on the steep, twisting 
road. Branson died In hospital a 
Police prepare for 
Solidarity challenge 
'public challenge to the Coal- 
monist regime since last 
December. 
Underground-leaders of the 
union flooded streets and fac- 
• tories in Warsaw and other'clties 
with leaflets calling for o boycott 
o f  the official May Day 
oeremoniee. 
They urged Poles to take part 
In eotmter,demoastratioas for the 
releaSe of hundreds of political 
prisoners detained since martial 
law was imposed and to at,end 
WARSAW (Reuter) -- Police 
blanketed Poland's biggest cities 
Monday in preparation for May 
Day demonstrations by the 
outlawed Solidarity trade unton. 
The authorities armed 
themselves with fresh summary 
court powers in the Solidarity. 
strongholds of Cracow, Wroclaw 
and Gdansk. The sale of .alcohol 
was banned until May 2. 
Government spokesman Jerzy 
Urban said summary procedures 
were in force Ill 11 provinces, 
including WareaWi as Solidarity 
prepared for its first major church services. 
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week later, having never regained " wheel air brakes had push rods with 
consciousness from severe head "too much travel" and were out of 
injuries., 
A total of 64 passengers were in 
• the bus, chartered from Canmac 
Stages Ltd., which had a seating 
capacity of 45, RCMP Cpl. Ken 
Osmond told the inquest. 
Teacher Geoff Giles said that he 
was In the following bus, and when 
he was about 250 metres from the 
.,accident scene, he could see smoke 
and noticed a bad smell -- " i t  
smelled like hot brakes." 
Osmond, a qualified air brake 
inspector, said he found two broken 
brake line fittings on the wrecked 
bus and said he believed the rear 
adjustment. 
NOT TOUCHING 
With brake drum expansion from 
heat generated by brake application 
on the dovmhill trip, he said, it was 
possible the brake linings Were not 
contacting the drums. 
Rod Madill, a Grade 10 student 
who is a qualified first-aider, said 
the first aid kits trom the buses were 
"cxtemely inadequate for a 
situation like that," lacking gauze 
bandages and wrappings, "and 
other things, just basic things were 
not there." 
Liberals ahead 
in astonishing 
Gallup 
OTTAWA (CP) -- In an astoun- 
ding turnaround that even some 
Liberals found hard to believe, 
Gallup reported today that the 
Liberals have pulled ahead of the 
Conservatives in popularity for the 
first time since August 1981. 
Gallup said Liberal support in the 
March 29-31 survey seared to 46 per 
cent among, decided respondents 
from 32 per cent the month before, 
while the Tories plummeted to40 per 
cent from 54 per cent and the NDP 
edged up'to 13 per cent from 11 per 
cent. ' • 
The turnaround is the biggest ever 
measured inone month by Gallup in 
its 42 years of polling in Canada. 
"I just don't believe it," said 
Senator Keith Davey, Liberal 
campaign chairman. 
"But if it's true I'm thrilled and 
delightod. With this the leadership 
race is a whole new ballgame, isn't 
it?" 
Gallup spokesman Clara Hatton 
admitted the numbers took even 
Gallup by surprise and the company 
had gone back and checked its data 
"very thoroughly" to make sure 
there was no mistake. 
Hatton admitted it "~uid very 
well be" the one poll in 20 which falls 
outside .the four percentage-point 
margin of error but doubted it. "We 
think it's correct." 
The four-point margin of error 
means that Liberal support could 
theoretically be a~ high as 50 per 
cent or as low as 42 per cent and 
Tory support as high as 44 or as low 
as 36 per cent, with corresponding 
adjustments for the NDP.  
Hatton attributed the Jump to a 
• delayed reaction 'to: PHme MMinter 
Trudeau's resignation an- 
nouncement Feb. 29 and the start of 
findings 
the ionderahiv race.. 
Liberal pollster Martial Goldferb 
also vouched for the poll's accuracy,. 
saying the figures are "not out of 
line" ~th what he found himself in 
an0ther~ poll taken at virtually the 
same time for the party and he in- 
dicated an August election now 
seems likely. 
While the decision on an election: 
will naturally be up to" the new 
leader the party elects June 16, ff the 
Liberal lead is borne out in sub- 
sequent polls "why wo .uld you want 
to wait?" 
However, Goldfarb declined to 
back up his statements with specific 
figures from his own poll and would 
not isay it had found the Liberals 
pulling ahead. 
NDP federal secretary. Gerry 
Caplan was incredulous. 
"I don't believe it fortwo seconds. 
Nothing about it is credible. 
"Some of the research we've just 
been doIng, which is not all across 
the nation but is in various parts of 
the nation, shows nothing like that 
Liberal rise, nothing like that Tory 
collapse and nothing like either 11 or 
13 per cent for. us." 
Caplen jokingly attributed the 
whole thing to a typographical error. 
"I think they got the party names 
wrong. It makes entire sense only if 
it works the other way." 
A poll for the Globe and Marl 
earlier last month by the Montreal. 
based Centre de Racherches ur 
l'Opinion Publlque (CROP) found 
the Torias ahead of the Liberals 50 
per cent o 35, about he same as the 
previous Gallup on March 1-3. 
The. CROP .~,11, whlrh , ,aw l  n, 
smaller margin of error, was takefi 
Feb. March ]6; 
Hurrican-force winds 
blast the Midwest 
A killer storm tore into the Mid- 
west with hurricane.force winds and 
up to a 30 centimetres ofsoggy snow 
Mondas,, closing roads and cutting 
power lines to tens of thousands of 
• homes and businesses. 
The winds, gusting up to 130 
kilometres an hour at Waukesha, 
Wis. and almost as strong in many 
areas of Michigan, Iowa, Illinois and 
Indiana, were caused by the same 
storm system that spawned twisters 
Sunday from Oklahoma and 
Mississippi into Wisconsin, killing 
one person, injuring more than 60 
and levelling scores of homes. 
At least hree people were killed in 
the powerful winds Monday in the 
Midwest. 
In northeastern Ohio, an 82-year- 
old Amherst man was killed when 
high winds toppled a tree on to his 
ear. A 21-ycar-old Crown City man 
waskilled when a power llne fell on 
to his coal truck in the southeastern 
part of the state. 
In Holland, Mich., a 27-year.old 
man on a motorcycle was killed by a 
falling tree limb. 
Strong winds' also caused 
problems across many areas of 
Southern Ontario on Monday. 
In the Barrie area, winds gusting 
upto 50 kilometres an hour ca.used 
poor visibility on Highway 460 
because of blowing sand and dust. 
• Siding and insulation has been 
ripped off some houses under con- 
struction and part of the roof of a gas 
station-restaurant north of Rarris 
was blown off, No injuries were 
reported, but damage was ex- 
tensive. 
In Sarnts, there were gusts of up to 
110 kilometres an hour, and police 
were warning people to stay off the 
streets after one older woman was 
blown off her feet. 
The roof of a lO-storey building 
was ripped off with debris damaging 
same cars. 
hi the'Hamilton area, police 
closed the Burlington Skyway bridge 
to truck traffic because of the high 
winds. 
In Manitoba, scores of rural 
Manitobans faced at least four more 
days without electricity following a 
weekend blizzard that caused an 
estimated $6 million damage in. the 
southern part of the province. About 
500 Manitoba Hydro workers were 
trying to restore power to about 4,500 
farmhouses, but full service Was not 
expected to be beck until next 
weekend at .the earliest, officials 
said. 
In the United States, the National 
Weather Service said the sky over 
central and northern Ohio had a 
brownish tinge Monday from dust 
blown up from Oklahoma nd Texas, 
and visibility was reduced to about 
three Idlometres." 
Pilots reported the dust extended 
as high as 1,800 metres and 
forecasters aid "many surfaces 
. such as cars and patio furniture may 
be coated with as thin layer of Texas 
and Oklahoma." 
The winds were clocked at 120 
kilometres an hour across southern 
Michigan and officials of that state's 
two largest utilities said power was 
knocked out to more than 140,000 
homes and busines3es, mainly in 
Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Grand 
Rapids and Detroit. 
Reagan pledges continued friendship 
SHANGHAI (AP)  - -  President 
• Reagan ended his six-day visit to 
China on May Day, the Com. 
munist holiday celebrating 
workers, telling Chinese Premier 
~an Ziyang today: "We leave 
with many warm memories and a 
warm feeling for you and your 
people." ' 
After touring a commune and 
accepting congratulations from 
Zhan on the success of his trip, 
the president, accompanied by 
his wife Nancy, waved goodbye to 
Chinese officials and Air Force 
One began the nine-hour flight to 
Fairbanks, Alaska. 
In a farewell phone call from 
Zhao In Peking, Reagan pledged 
to "do our utmost to continue the 
relationship that we feel has been 
established." 
Reagan, whose visit marked a 
transformation i his long-held 
anti-Communist attitudes, said' 
he looked forward to visiting 
China again. "We would come 
with great pleasure." 
His Is.st stop was the Rainbow 
Bridge Township, formerly 
called a commune, one of the 
basic units of Communist ociety. 
"I think it is wonderful," Reagan 
said. 
In  Falrbapks, the president 
arranged to meet Pope John Paul 
on Wednesday. Reagan returns to 
the White .House on Wednesday 
night. 
• Zhao, whom Reagan hod met 
earlier in peking, told Reagan his 
visit "has enhanced un- 
I I I i 
derstanding and improved 
relations between our two 
countries." 
A transcript of the call 
providqd by the White House said 
that Reagan told Zhao: "We 
leave with many warm memories 
and a warm feeling for you and 
your people and we shall do our 
utmost to continue the 
relationship that we feel has been 
established." 
Reagan said he was especially 
impressed with a tour of a 
commune home and his visit with 
the family who built it, Boo Hong 
Yuan, 35, and his wife Yong Hoag 
Fang, 33. 
Reagan spent 30 minutes with 
the couple and their seven-year- 
old son, bgian Fang, and their 
i I 
elderly parents'. The house was 
one of the finest on the commune, 
which grows enough vegetables 
to feed about wo million people. 
Asked how he liked the com- 
mune, Reagan uld: "I think it is 
wonderful, especially because 
our host has built the home 
himself." 
The stop at thecommune, 
which also included a visit to a 
child.care centre where children 
danced to the music of a small. 
band, wound up Reagan's first 
official journey to a Communist 
country. Though he referred 
several times to the differences 
in ideology between the United 
States and China, Reagan said 
those differences need not get. in 
the way of good relations. 
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Letters to 
the Editor. 
• Thanks 
Toyota Jump. 
As a participant in the recent 
Toyota Jump, l would like to 
express my appreciation for the 
co-operation of the people in- 
i volved who made this event 
i possible; Mr. Oustein, Tyota 
Dealer, and Miss Lce, co- 
ordinator. 
I enjoyed this experience and 
would like to say that it helped 
me in that I met new people, and 
i that these events enabled me to 
!become involved with the 
i community. 
Thank you, 
Sharon Pratt, 
Goodbye to the 
rodeo business 
After 33 years of presenting a 
rodeo each spring, the Kispiox 
:Valley Community Association 
has decided to sell the rodeo 
!assets, and get out of the rodeo 
:business. 
1983 was therefore the last 
~ommunity assoc iat ion-  
sponsored rodeo. 
i This step was taken due to 
.increased costs, decreased 
!revenues, and the amount of 
:volunteer labour necessary to 
iproduee such a major event. 
: We would l ike to gratefully 
:acknowledge your support, We 
w~ld  ~e especially to thank 
businesses for their generous and 
cheerful dinatinns of mer- 
chandise and j)rize money. 
Proceeds from'our.rodeo helped 
improve our community facilities 
and allowed many of our 
children's activities. 
A new group of interested 
people from the area is in the 
process of forming a rodeo club. 
We extend our sincere best 
wishes to them in their spon- 
sorship of the Kispiox Valley 
rodeo and trust it will continue to 
be an event enjoyed by all. 
Sincerely, 
Helen Roisum,. 
Secretary, 
Kispiox Valley Community 
Association 
Record high 
for dollar 
LONDON (AP) --  The U.S. 
dollar hit a new record high 
against he British pound early 
today and advanced against 
other currencies in light holiday 
trading. Gold prices edged 
higher. 
With most markets in Europe 
closed for the May Day holiday, 
dealers aid the dollar benefited 
from expectations, of firm or 
higher American interest rates 
and hints that inflation in the 
United States zas cooling. 
Higher interest rates and lower 
prices raise the dollar's value as 
an investment. 
need 
OTTAWA (~'~) - -  The govern- 
ment must explain "why .it needs 
legislation creating a new civilian 
security agency with sweeping 
powers and ffw external controls, 
says an Ottawa coalition of labor, 
peace and women's groups. 
"Where's the need for this piece of 
legislation?" said Andy Rapooh, 
spokesman for the Ottawa-Hull 
Coalition Against the Security Bill. 
Security offences are already 
covered by the Criminal Code, the 
Official Secre~ Act and the War 
Measures Act, Rapech said. The 
coalition, one of three citizen groups 
appearing before the Commons 
justice committee today, says the 
security legislation should be with- 
drawn. 
The legislation would replace the 
RCMP security service with a 
civilian agency to be known" as the 
Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service. 
Separating security work from the 
national police force was a key 
recommendation of two royal 
commissions and a special Senate 
committee. 
"The coalition is not prepared to 
consider amendments to the 
legislation and does not believe 
other citizens should, until the 
requirement for a political police 
agency is shown to be necessary to 
our vital interests," the coalition's 
brief says. 
BROAD POWERS 
The coalition says the proposed 
mandate of the new service is too 
broad, the ~wers are too strong and 
questioned 
there aren't enough external~c0n- • 
trois. 
"The Current legislation legalizes 
all Of the 'dlrty tricks' perpetrated 
by the RCMP securi[y service which 
were the source of the great public 
outcry in the last decade," it says. 
The legislation would allow the 
• agency to obtain judicial warrants to 
open mall, tap telephones end 
examine previously confidential 
private and government records. 
But the coalition says it has" Httle 
confidence in the courts an a control 
mechanism, given their record in 
authorisiug , judicial . warrants. 
Judges approved all 565 appHeatiens 
for electronic bugging in 1982,, the 
last year for which figures ;-are 
available, and all 160 applications 
for renewals. 
The co/dition is also annoyed that 
it has been scheduled to appear 
before the committee on the same 
morning as.two other citizen groups, 
the Vancouver Coalition Against he 
Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service and the Montreal-bassd 
Citizens 'Against State Surveillance. 
The tight scheduling means-each 
group will.have about one hour to 
• make its presentation and answer 
MPs~ ~lUestions. 
"This is a sham,'" Repech said. 
"Our Views will have little or no 
effect on their pre-ordalfied con- 
clusions." 
The committee is also scheduled 
to hear from Sgt. Yves Gtogras of 
the RCMP socuri W service and Staff 
Sgt. D. W. Gee, a staff relations • 
representative. .. 
o 
Lawyer asks .if 
anonymous..note 
was a police trick 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Phyllis 
Trayner is expected to conclude her 
testimony •today before a royal 
commission investigating 36 
mysterious baby deaths at Toronto's 
Hospital for Sick Children in the 
wake of a lawyer's stunning 
suggestion Monday that police may 
have sent her a poison pen letter to 
"trick her." 
Angry sparring erupted among 
lawyers when Brent Knazan, lawyer 
for nursing assistant Marianne 
Christie, asked Trayner if it "oo. 
tarred to you that police sent the 
letter to trick you or see what you 
,, ,. woulddo..with~it~ ......... , ,,~ .......... 
Trayner, the only nurse on duty 
within a few hours of all of 29 infant 
deaths considered suspicious by 
medical investigators, received an 
anonymous letter in September 1982 
that suggested she was implicated in
the deaths. 
The typed letter, which appeared 
to have been written by a nurse at 
the hospital, was turned over to her 
lawyer and then to police. 
Knasan's question sent David 
Young, a lawyer for Metropolitan 
Toronto Police, Jumping to his feet 
to demand ifKnazan had evidence to 
back up the suggestion that police 
had sent Trayner the letter. 
Young called the allegation 
"fanciful and very prejudicial," and 
said police should enjoy the same 
protection of their rights as wit. 
nesses at the commission. 
Knazen, saying he was not  
ascribing improper conduct to police 
in their investigation i to the deaths, 
defended the question as important 
in determining what Trayner's 
reaction'was to the letter. 
He told the commission he was 
trying to discover whether there was 
any validity in a statement by. the 
letter's author that police had been 
told "what I had seen you doing on at 
least two times." 
Commission head Mr. Justice 
Samuel Grange, who acted aa 
referee in the dispute, brought a 
burst of laughter from the audienqe 
~hen he jokingly said: "I'd like tn 
defend the police now so that I can 
abuse them later." , 
Grange was t'eferring to the 
second phase of the commission, 
which will probe the conduct of 
police in their investigation of the 
deaths end the subsequent arrest of 
nurse Susan Nellcs. 
Nelles was charged with first- 
degree murder in four of the baby 
deaths which occurred here than 
llrco years ago, hut was discharged 
at a preliminary hearing for lack of 
evidence. 
After heated arguments by other 
lawyersever the admissibility of the 
question, Knazan told Grange he 
would not press him to rule whether 
the question should be permitted. 
Outside the hearing room later, an 
irate Young said Knazan's 
allegation "is totally, un- 
substantiated." 
D o L M n s  about takeovers  is accurate  or very  he ip fu |  in  
understanding the economic would around us. 
A business enterprise isnothing more than acorn- a 
. bination of people, money, ideas, and technologY. I f  ;.-| 
"~  either of those components isn't belrig used effectively ~ [ 
in a firm, then changes ought to be introauceo. ' - g[  
Very often it is impossible to change management SEHSE prectices or attitudes from within. The more obstinate 
the existing management is, the more likely the firm• 
: will be the object of a takeover. But that isn't socially :
, A Sterling Nears Service Feature reprehensible behavior. It's something that must hap~". :
with MICHAEL WALKER pen if we as a society are to use our money, our talent; .
,:.. and our teehnolo~" to our very best advantage. " ?i~ , ,  . , *} , .  
Rather than preventing takeovers we ought to en- 
k them because takeovers are the cuttlug'ed&~,, Ta eovers  ofcompetitlon. Nothlngmakesabusinessmanager:'c°urage 
• mind his enonomlc Ps and Qs like the thought that his 
Nothing catches public attention like corporate flrm mlght be taken over by another. 
takeovers. Recently the minister of consumer and corporate 
The takeover0f small firm by large firm is ~ften affairs, Judy Erola, introduced a new bill regarding 
portrayen and believed to be g'kind of big-fish-eats, competition policy in Canada. The bill will make 
little-fish predation and something Which, in civilized mergers more difficult and give the government the 
society, ought o be avoided. If, on the other hand, it's power to prevent or dissolve them If they slgniflcantly~ : 
big firm taking over big firth, then the c0ricern is that lessen competition without offering overriding ains in. i 
there will be a decline in the amount of competition i  economic efficiency. The new bill proposed' by Ero ia  
the economy to the detriment of consumers, gives the trust.busters in Ottawa much less leeway 
In recent years~ a third concern has arisen and that than their previous proposals would have provided. In " 
is about he waste of capital involved. After all, what my view, it comes much closer to a kind of  trust 
does lt'add to our ability to produce oll if one company, legislation likely to serve the country's interests. : i 
simply takes over another all company and does a lot of If you are Interested inpursuing the kind of think~ 
borrowing in the process. The only thing that' ac- lug that went into this newest bill, I suggest the Fraser 
compllshes i to raise interest rates. Institute book Competition versus Monopoly as a good 
Although widely believed, none of these views plaee to start. ,~ 
A grisly business boom:,! 
SAN SALVADOR (AP) -- Antonio maker who conducts business in a were reported killed in the last three 
Lara recalls the day two years ago baseball cap. "We were spending months of 1983. • .~ 
when he had 38 murder victims money on gasoline and not finding The decrease came after a visit In 
"stacked Ul~ like firewood" in his anything." December by Vice-Presldant 
funeral home, Fuaerales The capital's funeral parlors are a George Bush, who joined a parade of 
Guadalupanos. bizarre barometer of organized U.S. officials in denouncing the 
• Each day at dawn, Lara Would murder in this war-weary country, death squads. • : 
send a pickup truck to garbage " And by that measure the notorious The Salvadoran government's 
dumps and other spots in outlying death squads are killing fewer failure to halt murders by rightist 
working-class neighborhoods of the people.. ' groups has made it difficult for the 
capital to look for victims of political HIDING 'EVIDENCE' Reagan administration , to: i win 
violence. But the independent Human congressional b cking for military 
,Two years ago, there was an Rights Commission says the killing aid to battle leftist guerril las.. 
average of 60 to 70 bodies a month in goes on. It contends that its own The rightist killings began in late 
act vity this funeral parlor alone," Lara said statistics, which also show a 1979 as leftist political ~ ~ 
in an interview at his. small, decrease, are misleading because mounted. 
meagerly furnished funeral home. rightist death squads and govern- 
.. But those days are just a memory ment security forces are blowing up Corpses, many of them mutilated, 
now. many of their victims er burying the began appearing daily around the 
During the first three months of bodies to prevent detection, capital, sometimes by the dozens. 
1984, Guadalupenos buried only 15 Human rights groups blame the They were found most frequently' 
people-- 12 of them murder victims, d~th squads and security forces for along roads on the outskirts of the 
Larahas  dismissed the half-dozen more than 80, per cent of the city and in garbage dumps in 
employees he once had and now estimated 43,000 civilians deaths working-class neighborhoods. 
works alone except for part-time during the 4½-yenr-old war. The number of mortuaries 
help from a teenage boy. The commission counts 875 throughout the city quickly jumped, 
"We don't have any drivers now; civilians killed throughout El from 12 to 25 in response to the new 
we don't look for bodies," said Lara, Salvador in the first three months of business opportunity, Lara says. 
a portly 4S-year-old former coffin- this year; 1,641 non-combatants None have yet closed. 
Gomayel and his new prime 
minister, Rashid Karami/ were 
making urgent contacts with rival 
Lebanese factions today to try to 
preserve a day.old national unity 
cabinet, officials said. 
The proposed cabinet-- which 
would consist of five Moslems and 
five Christians - -  appeared in 
jcopnrdy almost as soon as it was 
proclaimed Monday night when 
Shifts Moslem opposition leader 
Nabih Berri refused to serve on it, 
Gemayel and Karami made 
repeated telephone calls to Ben'i, 
commander of the main Shifts 
militia, late Monday and early today. 
Economic recovery is expected to 
keep chugging along through the 
first half of this year at about the 
same slower pace established by the 
end of 1983, Statistics Canada 
reported Monday. 
Despite a slight upturn in 
January, the agency said all signs 
continue to point to more moderate 
growth than experienced during 
most of last year. 
Increased automobile 
manufacturing and healthy, car 
sales were virtually the only bright 
spots in the January figures, which 
Signalled a further weakening in 
consumer spending, as well as 
continued unemployment problems. 
Statistics Canada said its cam-" 
posite index of leading economic 
indicators rose by 1.21 per cent in 
A shaky alliance in Lebanon 
BEIRUT (AP) --  President Amin asking him t(~'change his mind and leader Pierre Gemayei, ancl with 
former president Camille Chamoun 
to make sure those .two. Christian 
lenders would accept he ministries 
assigned to them, officials said. 
The "elder Gemayel, 79, and 
Chamoun, 84, have been reluctant to 
serve in the cabinet, although they 
pledged their parties, which led the 
Christian side in the civil war, would 
join., i 
Pierre Gomayel was named 
minister of post,' telecom- 
munctati0ns, public health and 
social affairs. Chamoun was given 
the ministries of finance, housing 
and government co.operativss. 
Healthy car sales brighten 
monthly  "c o+h o:mic picture ;+ 
January, thanks primnrily to strong growth in Canada, considering in-  
activity in the automobile industry, creased emand for its products in 
Auto sales accounted for 54 per cent the rapidly expanding U.S. economy 
of the growth in the January index, was a driving force of the recovery 
But the agency warned that in the first three months of the year. 
preliminary figures for February However the renewed weakness in 
indicate the car-buying spree did not the Canadian dollar should sustain 
continue. some growth in the money earned 
Furniture and appliance sales, from exports. The dollar fell nearly 
which had already showed signs of four-10ths ofa cent Monday to 77.66 
weakening in December, fell by 0.54 cents U.S., its lowest closing level 
per cent, reflecting a "sluggishness since July 1982. 
of real incomes," and although the 
residential construction index FACES HARD TIMES' 
declizied at a slower ate than in the Meanwhile in Toronto, the Retail 
previous five months, housing starts Council of Canada was warned that 
remained weak.' the industry faces difficult days 
EMPLOYMENT DOWN ahead as it is caught in a squeeze 
Employment in gocdsoproducing play between declining population 
industries declined 0,6 per cent in growth and little or no increase in 
the first three months of 1984, while consumers' disposable income. 
the average length of time workers , 
were jobless increased and the Mike McClew, a senior partner at 
number of people who had given up Woods Gordon management con- 
looking for work remained high. sultants, told the council's annual 
The auto component dominated meeting that retailers will continue 
the manufacturing indicators in to be buffeted by economic d i f -  
January, but the drop in auto ex. ficulties despite the end of the 
por ts ' in  February and the recession. 
weakening of domestic sales raise "I'm afraid that I don't hink you 
doubts about whether it, will continue should throw away your lifejackets 
to be such a strong source of growth just yet," he Said. ' 
in the coming months, StatsCan 
said. He predicted Canada's population 
will only increase by 0.8 per cent 
It alse noted growth in the index of annually, half the rate that 
leading economic indicators in the prevailed in the 1970s. In addition, 
United States tabilized in January, real total personal disposable in- 
indicating economic expansion there 
come-  calculated after all 
may continue at a more moderate deductions such as tax - -  will in. 
rate during the second quarter, crease by two per cent per year in 
This reduces the prospects for the next decade. 
I 
serve as minister of justice, elec-' 
tricity and water resources, 
government officials said. 
Berri said the portfolios offered to 
him and other opposition leaders 
"are far from any connection with 
political decision-making." 
However, the state radio said 
Berri's initial rejection. "appears 
negotiable" following Syria's 
declaration of support for the new 
cabinet, which is intended to steer 
Lebanon out of nine years of civil 
war. Syria has backed the opposition 
militias during the fighting. 
Gemayel also talked by telephone 
with his father, Phalange party 
Former embassy returns to normal 
British officlsls believe the 
gunman who fired the shots was 
among the 3O Lthyaus -- 19 
diplomats and 11 others --  who left 
the building and were expelled 
Friday. Britisb officials suspect 
arms were smuggled out in 
diplomatic bags that left with the 
Libyans. 
Monday's entry of the building at 
No. 5 St. Jnmes's Square was 
watched by a Saudi Arabian 
diplomat. Seudi Arabia has us-" 
dertaken to look after Libya's in- 
terests in Britqin. 
British radio reports from Tripoli 
sa id  Italian diplomats there 
reported the British embassy search 
was "orderly." 
On Monday, Libya stepl~d up its 
anti-British rhetoric and threats of 
retaliation. The BBC quoted Tripoli 
Radio announcing that  Libyan 
"revolutionary committees in 
Britain" pledged in a telegram to 
Libyan leader Col. Moammar 
Khadafy to "create the events 
against the enemies of our people." 
LONDON (AP)  - -  Police resumed 
their centimetre.by.esnUmetre 
.search of the former Libyan 
Embassy today, but Scotland Yard 
reduced security around the 
building after finding no signs of 
explosives inside. 
Officers removed most of the 3.4- 
metre.high plastic sheeting erected 
to screen off St, Jambs's Square 
during the ll-day siege of the em- 
bassy. The siege began April 17 
when a gunman in the building fired 
on demonstrating Libyan dissidents, 
killing a British policewoman. 
"We are satisfied that there is no 
danger to members of the public 
outside the premises," a Scotland 
Yard spokesman said. 
The only part of the square --  
usually one of the busiest parts :of 
London -- still closed to traffic and 
pedestrians I the northeast corner, 
where the embassy building is 
situated. 
But the press officer eald officers 
searching inside the flve4torey, 70- 
room building ~e "still proceeding 
with caution." 
Police and troops blasted their 
way into the building Monday, 
blowing open a back door with a 
remote-controlled shotgun, but 
found no arms or explosives after 
hours of searchIng, Seotlan.d Yard 
announced. 
"We cannot declare it completely 
safe as yet but checks o far indicate 
no sign of explosives at all," the 
spokesman said. 
RECIPROCATE SEARCH 
In Tripoli, the Libyan eapltalt he 
British Embassy building was en- 
tered and searched Monday "on a 
reciprocal basis," the official 
Libyan news agency JANA repor- 
ted. 
The JANA report gave no details 
of the search of Britain's embassy, 
now flying the flag of Italy, its 
"protecting power." But the Libyan 
Foreign Ministry claimed Britain 
had "violated all international 
laws" by breaking into Libya's 
embassy in London. 
British embassies around i the 
world have been w~"ncd to be on 
guard agnimst possible Libyan 
reprisals, Foreign Office sources 
said, and The Times. reported that 
Prime Minister Margaret That- 
cher's government is pressing ahead 
with measures to reduce the .threat 
from Libyan terrorist ,squads in 
Britain. 
The paper said Foreign Secretary 
Sir Geoffrey Howe "is expected to 
outline his hopes for international 
cooperation on the issue" in 
Parliament today. 
"A proem of consultation with 
the United States and other NAT0 
allies has started," it said. 
JUSTIFY ENTRY 
Justifying its entry of the former 
Libyan embassy, Britain main. 
tained that at midnight Sunday. 
night, when it formally broke 
diplomatic relations, the building 
ceased to be Inviolate from search 
under the 1961 Vienna Con- 
ventinn.The convention • stopped 
police from entering during the 
siege. 
HERMAH 
"Is there such a thing as a bathroom 
scale fitted with shock absorbers?', 
I 
The Salvation Army has purchased this camp 
lust west of Houston to provide a place for 
children for whom a holiday experience would 
not Otherwise be possible. The Cemp will be 
~ n from mid-July to mid.August this year, 
should be open for two months next 
summer. It can accommodate about 45 
children in eight ful l 'winterhed cabins. The 
L .  , 
camp also beasts a spac i0us 's ta f f  house. 
Funding for the 'pro lect  came from the 
Salvation Army head office in Toronto, who 
paid $250,000 fo r  the 127-acl'e property, Blitz 
Day raised $4;500 for  the /Army but  not all 
collectors have turned in  their donations. 
Captain Glenn Pattyestimates that $8,000 wil l  
be raised this year. ,.. 
Bo_vcott may stall ' Po,ic ' ~ I ' 
..airport. in Kelowna News 
VA~t,'OUVER (CP) -- 
The B.C. Federation of 
Labor says it will issue a 
boycott on all Pacific 
Western Airlines frights 
into and out of Kelowna and 
on ,the city of Kalowua 
stai'ting May 7 if a 
memorandum of 
agreement reached bet- 
ween the city-operated 
alrpart and 18 unionized 
airport employees is not 
ratified. 
The memorandum of 
agreement was reached 
early Monday by 
negotiators for the airport 
and its fireflghters and 
maintenance workers, 
members of the Canadian 
Union of Public 
Employees, who have been 
off the Jobsince l~eb,,47.~ <,+ 
Non;,~details ~ Of the,~ 
agreement were released. 
Later Monday, 
federation officers met to 
consider the airport 
dispute and a boycott 
request made by the 
union's' Local 2102. 
"We are very pleased 
that a tentative agreement 
was roached last night 
between CUPE .Local 2102 
and the city of Kelowna," 
federation president Art 
Kube said in a prepared 
statement. "We 
.tongratulale both parties 
for continuing to negotiate 
the tentative agreement. 
"However, the 
federation officers have 
authorized me to issue a 
boycott declaration on all 
Paqiflo Western Airlines' 
operations into and out of 
Kelowna. and on city of 
Ke]owna effective May 7 if 
that settlement is not 
ratified." 
A conference ofCanada's 
western premiers is 
scheduled for may 7.8 in 
Kelowna. 
WANT8 8E'rrLEMENT 
"We hope that the set- 
tlemeat will be ratified in 
order, to restore effective 
airport services and to 
restore a safe.flying on- 
vironment for the 
travelling public." 
Federation communi- 
cations spokesman Gerry 
Scott said the federation 
would ask for "general 
support" if the boycott 
takes place. 
" I t 's  for the general 
public, toUriSts ad so on," 
he said. 
The airport workers' 
previous contract expired 
Dec. 31, 1982. They set up 
picket lines at the airpozt 
terminal Feb. 17, claiming 
they had been locked out. 
The, Oksaagan Mainline 
Municipal Labor Relations 
Association said the union 
II 
TERRACE-- A :two- 
vehicle accident occurred 
at 2:49 this morning at the 
corner of Eby and Scott. 
Two men were sent o Mills 
Memorial Hospital with 
undetermined injuries, and 
property damage totalled 
$20,000. No charges "have 
been laid, but polies:are 
investigating. 
A bred-and-enter was 
reported at Canadian 
Freightways overnighL "At 
press time, it had yet been 
determined what had been 
members were on strike, dtolen.:The matter is under 
.... , investigation. 
 Bog b/near -tracks. . . . . .  
the West lootenay today, detonating a bomb that 
had been left near CP Rail tracks at Castiegar and 
investigating an explosion near a utility pale in 
Gilpin, near Grand Forks. No individual or group 
has claimed responsibility for the two" incidents. 
Parliamentary guest 
- VANCOUVER- -  The freshman leader of the B- 
C Liberal Party, Art Lee, plans to raise the party's 
profile at the legislature by sitting in the visitors' 
gallery as much as possible when the house is in 
session. Lee, who was eleoted provincial leader late 
last month, told newsmen i Victoria today he hopes 
to convey his concerns to legislators through his 
presence in the gallery. He hopes to be at the 
legislature about wo days a we~k during sittings. 
I 
. . . .  t ~ , '-.".Dr' .,' v.;..,~ . . . . .  ' ,': '.'+~ ,'-:.,.'.':,':;'.,t ~. " , 
Your once-a-year o.P1~9., i~.~l~lyt6~lVe',~lsCuler savings on famous, 
fine quality sllvorp!llited an¢[,~all'ilese tableware from Oneida. 
G-PiecePlace ~. ttlng Includ.es::TeaSpoon, Dessert/~oup Spoon, Dinner Knife, 
Dinner Pork, Sated Fork. Matching completer sets also on sale In all patterns. 
jI~WE[LERS ~:, " . 
• =. '  : . - / ; i  ; ) i  : ; ; "7" /  
KillM/~r :i TERRACE e;.,. e,,,e..,..', 
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Bennett vows ,,labor 
wol '" slow recovery p,i  
, -7 ,  ' • • . . . . .  
VICTORIA (CP)-- I f  the economy, he said. "They relations, return some 
confrontation tactics of 
labor leaders inhibit 
economic recovery in 
British Columbia, the 
Social Credit government 
will introduce labor 
legislation "to return some 
democracy to the 
workers," Premier Bill 
Bennett said Monday night. 
Bennett told about 500 
people at a Sooted fund- 
raiser that a stable in. 
dustrial climate is needed 
for the province to remain 
competitive in the world 
marketplace: ' and that 
union confrontations can 
only get in the way. 
Rank and file union 
members "are, ahead of 
those who profess to lead 
them" in, understanding 
the needs Of th~ current 
know about he new reality• 
"They don't want to be 
called off the job.. They 
don't want their jobs to be 
made redundant because 
• they are no longer com- 
petitive, but they want to 
work. 
"We will not hesitate, to 
use the force of law in a fair 
and equitable manner 
when those who should be 
to-operating an~ working 
together fail because their 
attitudes are too rigid, or 
they are ~to caught up in 
tactics to recognize their~ 
responsibility , to their 
members. " 
, "Many talk . about 
changes inlabor legislation 
and there will be changes 
to improve: Not to penalize 
but to improve industrial 
democracy to the workers 
of this province." 
Bennett said the 
government will give as 
much time as it can for 
people to responsibly work 
out problems on their own, 
but will not hesitate to act 
when their failure begins to 
hurt the province. 
The government recently 
legislated an end to the 
two-month shutdown of 
British Columbia's 20 pulp 
mills. The legislation also 
provides for a government. 
imposed contract. 
In addition, Bennett has 
promised legislation 
against any threat to 
construction and operation 
of Expo 86, a six-month 
world-class fair scheduled 
for Vancouver. 
tlmEsm. 
~ Flea~Ibnd. 
God hath sent down His 
messengers to succeed 
to Moses and Jesus, and 
He will continue to do so 
till "the end that hath no 
end"; so that HIS grace 
may, from the heaven of 
Divine Bounty, be 
continually youchsafed 
to mankind. 
Baha'u'llah 
From the writings 
of the Baha'l Faith 
Spiritual Assembly of 
the 
Baha'ls of Kltlma 
Stiklne 
OPEN HOUSE 
May 3, 4 & 5, 1984 
Enter our Draw for a 
FREE RUST CHECK 
Quality front wheel drive and unitized body repairs. 
R. R. #3, Kilby Road, Terrace, B.C. (New Remo) V8G 4R6 
Drop in {or Phone,(60~)035-3929 " " l i  
Free  Cof fee  and  Donuts ,  I . .  _ . . _ , . . . . .  i I i 
Meet  our  fac tory  reps  on  I~ l : r  Ke an  appo in tment  S l f l  i~  .OFF !1 i 
hand to do demohstrations I h0u:ge :U~l°Ptn ~.=~ your rus'll I 
and answer your questions ,. g v cnecK i 1 - -  ' nouseanaget I V  check I=. 
RUST.CHECKWorkson NewandOIdCarsAllke. You Will Not Only Like 
the Way It Checks Rust, but you wllll a so Like the way It Treats your Car. 
It Is'Clean, It Reiuvenates Rubber, it Frees Sticky. Window and Door 
Mechanisms. For a Low Annual Appllcatlon Cost RUST CHECK will 
Al'ow you to Drive Your Car many more Years than Until Now as 
Thought Possl e. 
'•T . . . .  
635-3929 
KIIby Road New Rome 
. . . . . . . .  i P  
I 
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All of these products are 
made from scratch 
in our bakery. 
-Terrace 
IN-STORE 
L BAKE S,HI} P
I .  • 
~.~ . . . . . . . .  .: ~U ~ / , '~  
Sour French Bread 
4-U g / 16 oz. nn$11col Ioa , .  . . . . . .  _ . . . . .  
Apple Crumb Pie 
s2 55 8" . . . . .  . • 
Cinnamon Knots 
25 c 
Prices effective 
til Sat, Hay 4,1< i!ie4 " 
li .hair fdimd~ i |mirtms ~ 
Tram' Safway $tm.; " 
89 c 
Butterhorns 
3.95 c 
Dinner Buns 
White0r c 
,60% whole 
• *. • fnr 
U A I V A g A D ,  I W A F E W A Y  L I M I T E D  . . . . .  
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NFL  d ft :,i; N b kat  • ate t p :,, e ras eam m s o + 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  draft. 1957, when Bubba Smith Patriots jersey with No . .  resuit of last year's t rade .a~n.  , i ,  wonthe tielsman Trophy in ~k:n  l~gmi~ss~..de~l~d t 
Irving Fryar, the fleet 
Nebraska wide receiver 
already signed by New 
England, was officially 
named by the Patriots 
today as the No. I pick 
chosen in the National 
Football League's college 
: Kirtle 
: Ran KRile belted a three- 
run homer in the first in- 
'ning Monday night, 
powering Floyd Bannister 
!and Chicago White ~ox to a 
5-3 American. League 
baseball victory over New 
York Yankees.. 
The home run was Kit- 
lie's seventh of the season 
rand his fifth in the last 
seven games. 
Bannister, 2-2, scattered 
eight hits, including Toby 
Harrah's two-run single in 
i/he ninth, before leaving 
with one out, Britt Burns 
finished up, gaining his 
second save after giving up 
Houston Oilers then and Clinton Jones of emblazoned on the back. 
followed by ratifying their Michigan ' State were He posed for pictures with 
selection of Fryar's picked l-2, that he first two NFL commissioner Pete 
Nebraska teammate, of- players chosen were from Rozelle and New'England 
fenslve guard Dean the same college, owner Billy Sullivan. 
Steinkuhler, who they Fryar was present and The No. 1 choice 
signed Monday• . promptly walked to the originally belonged to 
It was the first time since rostrum wearing a red Cincinnati Bengals as a Houston's choice of 
• Stelnkuhl~r was "greeted 
• " . with jeers from the gallery powers Wh ,t+e Sox that had hopod New York 
Gisnto would' get him. .~ 
a run-sco~ngsingle to Rick it•" , . _ _ " earner. . 
Cerone. Manager Tony Lattussa In a late .American 
Kittle's home run said: "It's nic# whe one of l.,eague game, Brian 
highlighted a four-run first your big guys gets hot, you Downing drove, in three 
inning off.Ron Guidry, 1-2. get a lot of runs in a runs, two with his sixth 
TheWhita Sox picked up an hurry." homerof the year, to back 
unearned run in the fourth In other American right-hander MiKe Whitt's 
when Dave Stegmnn League action,. Eddie f0ur-hitter as i California 
singled, stole.sec0nd, went Murray rapped a two-run Angels 'downed Seattle 
to third on fhst baseman /homer in the eighth inning,, Mariners 8-LI :+ 
Ra~; Smalley's throwing . his tilth game-winning hit:+ 
error and scored on Juiio in Baltimore s last eight/ lli'll . , 
Cruz's sacrifice fly. victories, as the OriOles 
"The last time l faced scored four runs ~nd • Boseboll 
him he tried to keep the defeated Cleveland Indians 
ball away from me," Kitlle 6-3 to extend their winning . " +: " ." 
said of Guidry. "All I tried 
to do was drive it up the 
middle and not overpower 
Spring Bowling League 
May 7 - JaR 29 
Moilday Mixed 7pro. 
Teesday Hind 8pro 
Teesday Coffee 9:30am 
Playroom for children 
Wedilesday Coffee 9:30an 
Playroom for children 
Wedeesday Ladies 8pro 
Thilrsday Mixed 0pn 
,Friday Yoilth 7pro 
TERRACE DOW[IH6 LANES 
635-5911 or 635-6696 
streak to five. ° - -+  -t^n-,n,,- 
The Texas-Toronto game . . . . .  v '~"  v '  ~ : F v .  . • 
~vas called by strong winds 1, 
in Toronto. : .~,. " .. ' . .  . . . . .  
• In the National ,.~o,.'~--'e. ' .... NATIONAL' L IAGUI I .  
• . Sest+.Olvlllon ', - 
T im We,lath drove in two ~ w L P~. oo~ 
runs with a bases*loaded Chicago" .. 12 8 .400+-- . 
New York 12 8 ,~0  -.:-. 
do i~b le  in  the  four th  i/ruing, PhiladelphI~:~ t l .. 9 .$$0 ! 
then started Montreal'S Montreal t2  10 .54S 
St. L0¢Is • 11 12 .aTo 2,A 
• th ree- run '  l~th  ' w i th  a Pittsburgh 7 13 .350 S 
single as  the Expos Welt Division 
defeated Philadelphia Loa Angeles " t?  8 .M0-  
San Diego 15 1 8 .~2 1 
Phillies 5-2. Cinc innat i  10 13.43S 6 
George Hendrick drilled Atlanta 9 12 .429 6 
Houston S 14 .364 7',~ 
Sen Francisco 7 tG' ,304 8~ 
Monday.  Oesutts 
.Montreal 5 Philadelphia 2 
St. LOUIS S Pittsburgh 3 
Los Angel!s I San Francisco 
0 
Tonight's Games '  
Chicago at New .York 
h~ntreol st Philadelphia 
St. Louis at PIIlsburrgh 
San Diego at  Atlanta 
Houston at Cincinnati 
LOS Angeles at San Francisco 
Wednlschiy Games 
Los Angeles et San Frencllco 
San Diego st Atlanta TN 
Chicago at New York N 
Montreal at Phlledelghlo N 
St. Louis at P l f f s l~r~ N 
Houston at Cincinnati N 
with Tampa ' Bay Buc; The Jets, ' who 10st 
cancers for quarterback starti,g carnerback Jerry 
Jack Thompson. However, Holmes to the USFL, had 
New England acquired the been seeking .help in the 
choice from theBeagals for secondary. 
two first-round picks - -  the 
16th and 20th overall. . 6even, as me first 10 picks 
were defensive players. 
• The first round had been. 
. moving along swiftly until 
the~ No. 11 pick, which 
belonged to Chicago. The 
The draft was left Bears used ahnost 12 
somewhat depleted~by the m in,./., ..be.tO~k c~l~g r 
defect;a, ^f oo,,o at +*,,.. : ~'~or~nn ,nnnnc er w 
~,v ,  v ~.v , . .~m tvl~ " "  ""' • - -  *'" " ' as  
choices to the United States +1 ' + .~arsnanj. wn0~ ag.~c n a 
Football League, including" ~ s-eeamga #t mmlon- - 
• o ear', contract Marshall another Nebraska player, ~ Y.( . ~. " '" "om HoI....,o. ,I,.,,,.,I,....~..~... also nab an oiler lr 
• . . ,o . , ,~ .  . .u jV . .y -WMUIU l  ~ m.~.a  1Do.~, 1Do. , . I | so  ,~f the 
tailback Mike Rozier. and , . . ' •~.~ ~"= , " " '~  ~ 
Steve Young of Brigham v ~ '  o . .  D~,~- -  .,,,,~, 
quarterback . . ev.enlonger than the Bear .  
12-roUnd The draft was *."eYffi'~T. :'.nl"~:'__'~'_: + six seoon~s eelor'e cnoo,u~u~ scheduled to be completed .~., ¢.~,_o,~ ao¢,,Mh,e end 
n one day. Teams bad t5 . . , .  . . . .  r,+..t,.ker of 
minutes to make their ~";+; '+"--  +- - ' "  ~ a 
selections in each of the rlorma race,  wag ass 
first two rounds and five reputation as a strong pass- 
a twocun homer in the 
ninth inning as St. Louis•' 
Cardinals rallied for a 5-3 
victory over . Pittsburgh 
• Pirates. 
In West Coast action, 
Fernando Valenzuela 
threw a four-hitter for the 
sixth shutout of the year by 
Los Angeles pitchers, 
giving the Dodgers a 1.0 
victory over San Francisco 
Giants, who suffered an 
eighth straight defeat. 
Valenzuela, 3-2, struck 
out a scasen-high 10 to give 
him a National League- 
leading 38 and walked 
three in his first shutout of 
the season, a~d 17lb..of his 
four:yell: ~m~jor ' league 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Annual General Meeting 
Thursday, May 3 at 8pm 
Room 204 
Northwest Community College 
Agenda includes Election of officers 
for1984.85 
AMORICAN LEAGU• 
minutes in each succeeding 
round. 
New York Giants: then 
selected Micldgan, •state 
outsicle linebacker Carl 
Banks, a position where 
they need little help• 
However, • they may move 
him inside to fill the hole 
left by the trade of vetoran 
Brian Kelley to San Diego 
Chargers. 
Philadelphia Eagles, as 
expected, chose Kenny 
Jackson, Penn State's first 
all-America wide receiver 
and the school record- 
holder for reception yards 
and touchdown oatches. 
The Colts, hoping to call 
.Indianapolis home this 
season, took Leonard 
Coleman, a cornerback 
from Vnnderbilt. Coleman 
is the school record-holder 
. for interceptions ina game, 
season and career, and led 
major U.S. college cor- 
nerbacks, with eight in- 
• tereeptions in 1982. 
eest Oivla~n Atlanta Falcons, seeking 
- ~ W L Pet. OBL 
Oetrolt tO ~ .rag- to shore up a defence 
Toronto 13 ~ .~i 6 vulnerable to the run, 
Cleveland 10 9 .$26 7,/~ 
Milwaukee 9 i; .~so 9 picked defensive tackle 
Baltimore 10 13 .~3s 9,,~ Rick Bryan of Oklahoma;:; 
Boston :-;.~ . . . .  9,,13 ,~o~ lO, .:. thb.~ Big Eight defensive:' New York 6 13:3el  10~ 
• west Oivla,~n player of the year. Bryan is 
Oakland 14 1O .583 - -  
California IS tt . s . -  especially tough against 
S.fle ~ u it .s22 wo ' the run and is considered 
Minnesota 11. 13 .4SO 3 
Kansas City .,8 t I .d21 3Vo 
Chicago g t3 .3or 4Vo 
Texas 8 14 .364 5 
Monday Results • 
Chicago 5 New Yorl~ 3 
Baltimore 6 Cleveland 3 
. California 8 Seattle I 
Texas ot ~ Toronto, ppd., high 
winds , 
Tonlght'e Games 
Texas ~et Toronto 2TN 
Boston at Detroit , 
' Cleveland a t  Baltimore 
• New. York: .at Chicago 
Kansas City at Milwaukee 
Oakland s t  California 
Minnesota at Seoltle 
Wed~eld~y Games 
Cleveland at Baltimore 
Boston at Oetrolt N 
Texas at Toronto N 
.usher. 
~innesota Vikings took 
nearly 15 minutes before 
selecting, defensive end 
Kelth ~ . Millard ' of 
Washington State, who 
began his collegiate career 
as a tight end in 1980 and 
moved to defence the 
following year• ' 
While Buffalo Bills were 
deliberating as the opening 
round reached the midway' 
Roint, the Eagles -an-' 
n'ounc&l they had signed 
Jackson. 
The Bills then traded 
their first-ronnd pick, No. 
14 overall, to Miami 
Dolphins, who used it to 
select Oklahoma 
linchacker Jackie Shipp. In 
return, the Bills received 
Miami's first-round pick, 
261h overall, and two third- 
~.ound picks, 23rd and 261h 
in that round. 
The Jets became the first 
team to draft for a second 
time in the first round, 
selecting Ran Paurot a six- 
foot-saven, 260-pound 
ddensive end from 
Arkansas: - They, had o.b- 
' tained the:lSth~[Jlck(id 'th~ 
trade" ,that,,,' sent "' quar- 
terback Richard Todd to 
New Orleans Saints. 
Oklahoma's top defensive 
player since Lee Roy opening-round 
Selmon. 
New York Jets 'brought 
checrs from the gallery 
when they selected 
defensive back Russell 
Carter from Southern 
'Methodist. Carter made a 
smooth transition from 
cornerback tofr~ safety in 
• bib senior ~ year,, but was' 
listed by the Jets as a 
cornerback. Hetwice led 
the Southwest Conference 
in interceptions and was 
N~V,' York at Chicago N the Conference's defensive KanSas City at Milwaukee N 
Oakland at California N player of the year last 
Minnesota st seat/is N 
24P011 
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plugs" 
r Check/ 
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k valve* 
*WE' REPLI 
PARTS THA 
REPLACING 
BY APPOIN' 
MOST CAR, (
p. . . . _ _  
• l 
DISC DRUM COMBINATION 
BRAKE SERVICE 
SERVICE INCLUDES: ~ • 
• Inspection and servicing ~ entire . 
braking system 104, 5 " * Replpcement of pads and linings 
• Resurfacing of drums and rotors 
Additional parts extra 
" K mart Special Price 
ADVERTIIEO MESCHASDISE POLICY 
OVf poScy le I1) give OUr Cui'eo~dfl) l i i l l e f l cUon 
elweya, Oul him mlenhofl ,s Io h lv t  every dav~H,~ed 
ffem ,n StOCk on our ~helves it an OOVeH,sed ,t,m ~ 
110t available to, purchasI duo to any untoveseen roe 
Son K maff w,II ,sage a na,n Chock on reelect lot Ihe 
mofchand,~e Io n,  pU,Ch|Sed al the ~ale p,,ce 
whenever ave*labia o, w,II sell you a (ompa~hlp QIJAI 
,ly dam ol ~ r Grope,able fedl,cl,on ,n pfqce 
K mad Canada LImiled 
SKEENA MALL • 
4761 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
AUTO CENTRE OPENS AT  9AM FOR YOUR 
CONVENIENCE 
jrw,o,-,j 
. We lCOMES 
1959: Cannon signed a 
baseball contract with New 
York yankees after 
enrolling at A and M, but it 
was declared void by 
baseball . commissioner 
Bowie Kuhn. 
Cannon began his college 
career as a flanker in 1980, 
played strong safety in 1981 
and 1982 and moved to 
'outside linehacker last fall. 
Buffalo, looking to 
replace Joe Cribbs, who 
defected to the USFL, used 
a pick obtained in its 
earlier trade with Miami 
and took Notre Dame 
running back Greg Bell, 
who missed most of the last 
two years with injuries. 
Bell was sidelined for 
seven games in 1983 with s 
sprained ankle and carried 
only 37 times for 169 yards 
- -  I14 of them against 
Michigan State. However, 
he was impressive in the 
Japan Bowl. 
In 1982, Bell suffered a
of the season after rushing 
just 24 times for 123 yards. 
His best season wsa '1982 
when he rushed .for.512 
yards on 92 carries. 
Washington Redskins let 
the entire 15 minutes ex. 
pire before trading their 
top pick to the Giants for 
selections in the second and 
fifth rounds. 
The Giants then chose 
offensive tackle Bill 
Roberts of Ohio State. 
Cincinnati, with its third 
pick of the opening round, 
chose 310-pound offensive 
tackle Brian Blados of 
North Carolina. 
The first round took two 
hours 58 minutes --  16 
minutes shorter than last 
year. Seventeen defensive 
players were selected and 
11 offensive players, but no 
quarterbacks. Last year, 
six quarterbacks were 
taken in the opening round. 
Loccd Sports Shorts 
Kitimat lacrosse 
Three games have been played in the Kilimat Lacrosse 
league. In a special senior game set up Sunday Elks 
downed Landscaping 18.13. Brian Seaby paced Elks with 
4 goals, Dan Matwick, Kevin Graham, and Aaron Colahoo 
each had three, and Brad Owen, Dan Alexandre, and 
Frank Huen each added singles. Owen also had five 
assists in the game. 
For Landscaping Cliff Sherstabetoff was potent offense 
with eight goals. Len Gibson, Ian Buick, Todd Wagner, 
Tony Abriel, and Danny Maioney made up the rest of the 
scoring. 
In the pea wee game Monday night Majestic beat 
Kiwanis 15-7. 
Jaual Martlsksnsen had 4 goals, Jeff Smith added three 
and Glen Miller had a pair for Majestic• Adding singles 
were Andre Baldo, Seen Lehman, Drew Glanbille, David 
Hyland, L. Letourneau, and Paul Hyland. ' .... 
For Kiwanis Mark Coates and Jason Parkes were tol), 
scorers wRh two each. Dong Gilcrest, Scott Buick, and 
Gus Thanos added one each. 
In the seniors' game Monday, it was Elks 16, Coulter 
Cincinnati, which traded Electric 9. Kevin Graham scored six goals to spark the 
down, used the first of two Elks. Brian Scaby, Rob Benoard, Dan Me/wick, and 
picks 'Aaron.Calahoo all scored two goals and Brad Owen and 
acquired from New Darren Alexandre had one each. Owen also had six 
England for the overall No. assists in the game. 
I choice and took defensive 
end Pete Koch of In the other senior game, Landscaping edged Legion 250 
Maryland, a 2e0-pounder 8-6 in a closely fought contest. The score was tied 5-5 at 
noted for his strength. It the end of the second period and the game wasn't decided 
was their second of three . until the last minutes. 
first-round picks. Hnghe Mitchell and Ion Buick led Landscaping with two St. Louis Cardinals broke • 
the string of 12 eousecutive goals each. Cliff Sherstabetoff, lsa Senby, Run Sum. 
defensive picks by merself and Danny Demelt all added singles. 
choosing Tennessee wide For Legion it was Steve Nelson with two goal& Mike 
receiver Clyde Duncan. Taylor, Adam Taylor, Chris Mueller, and Blaine Moore 
Duncan, who started for with one each. 
the first time in 1983, is a 
speedster who replaced 
Willie Gault as  the 
Volunteers' primary long- 
range threat. 
Cleveland Browns 
qalckly Brabbed Den 
Rogers, a defensive back 
from UCLA who played 
free safety in college but" 
has bee, projected as a 
strong safety in the NFL 
beefiiise of his hitting 
ability."' 
The Colts, using a 
In tonight's games at Tamltik arena at 5 p.m., in the 
Tyke Novice division, Johnson, Barklay, Seaife, takes on 
Casaw. At 6:15 Msjestic plays Kiwanis in the pee wee 
division• At 7:30 Coulter Electric meets Legion 2.50, and at 
9:00 Kltimat Landscaping plays Elks in the two senior 
games. 
Karate competition 
• Several members of the Terrace and Kitimat karate 
club were• competing in the provincial open karate 
~leetion acquired from championships inVancouverover the weekend picking up 
l~mver Breiicos in last four medals and some good finishes. 
year's trade for quar- Kitimat's John Klie won a silver medal in 'kumite 
terbaek Joim Elway's draft (sparring) in the black belt competition, Dave Bloomfield 
rights, went for Maryland got a bronze in kats (Prearranged form) in the orange- 
guard Ron Salt• 
Detroit Lions selected 
David Lewis, a tight end 
from the University of 
California, who caught 114 
passes during a career 
marked by  nagging in- 
Juries. LeWis was a 
defensive nd in 1979• 
' Kansas City used a pick 
obtained earlier in the day 
from the Rams and drafted 
offensive tackle John Alt of 
Iowa, a former basketball 
player who stands ix-foot- 
seven and has only been an 
interior lineman for two 
years. 
Seattle Seahowka 
selected Terry Taylor, a 
defensiye back from 
green belt class, and Luba Baron won two bronze medals 
in the ladies black belt division, one for kata and one in 
kumite. 
The Terrace club members had some goad finisbes. Pat 
Orrey was fourth in green-orange b lt kate. Roland 
Lagace (black belt) and Joe Zucchiatti (orange-green) 
both had personal best marks in kate and Zuccidatti made 
it to the finals in the Kumite competition. 
The Terrace and Kitimat members are all students of 
Kitimat resident David Akutagawa,  6th Dan black belt. 
Roadrunners motorcyclists 
The Terrace Roadrunners motorcycle club held a 
motorcycle gymkhana Sunday afternoen which attracted about 25 ~ders. 
A pylon course was set up in the 0mineca parking lot 
which tested the riders ability to handle his bike in dff- 
Southern minoin' Division ferent situational Points were deducted for errors and the 
I.AA national champions, rider was ,timed over the course. The event was not a 
race, mrthe fastest time was not necessaril 
the first player taken from six ~Ars who c o"°u wen Prevloumy recorded and the outside Division I-A..' time  hidden tim a h.J,. . . . .  ' y the wi ning 
Pittsburgh Steelers ame closest o that time were the prize wasted no. time in picking winners• 
wide receiver Louis Lippo 
of Southern Mississippi. 
San Francisco .4Bars, in 
somewhat of a surprise, 
selected linehacker Todd 
Shell of Brigham Young, 
Shell stands six-foot-g½, 
but weighs only ~07 pounds. 
Dallas Cowboys picked 
linebacker Billy Cannon Jr. 
of Texas A and M, whose 
father played for LSU and 
Event organizer Kent Keenleyside said the event was a 
success. He said the exposure that it brought the club was 
very valuable. The club is always l~ , , , -  
members. Keen]e~Ide o,,., . . . . .  - - - . .s  for new 
Texaco. Rquipme~t sal~'~o~hCe~"dTn°~a~d like to.thank 
rr=e wmners were Steve .uuon of pMzee• 
Lynch; Rob Fllllan, Art E c-S'-mythe' Ga~_ Paukon,.Guy 
The club. has several oU ameyer'her eventsand James Giihan. 
coming months includin . . . . . . . . . . . .  planned for the 
. ~,crm c|uo rides,a sight ride to ralsa mnneY for eharlty, and ameet lng  is Y ugust '.The club's next a road.rall in A 
library basement Everyone ,_~nursdav. Y May 3rd in the 
' m welcome. 
These members of the Skeena Valley runners Allen, Sue Walker, and Nell Fleischmann. 
club will be participating In the Vancouver Missing from the picturebut.alsocompeting in 
Marathon next Sunday May Mh. They are the marathon are Ed Ansems, and Ray 
from left to right, Paul Clark, Mike•Reid, Ran Warner. 
Local +:athletes 'braVe " +++ 
,. ,.....'.,,: +:.: :,~: ,!:!../,... 
• ' " "  " " ,  +~; '  i :  
• . •, 
Vancouver's Marathon 
Eight members Of the that they would cut back on lottery grant but most of participants are S~V~ 1 
SkeanaValleyrurmers club the length of their runs the cost are being paid by for their own personal 
are preparing this week to during the week. the individuals, goals that they have set for 
run in the 1984 Nike Van- themselves and getting the 
couver International An overall feeling of tee.shirt hat is awarded to 
marathon on Sunday May Last year Ed Ansems 6th. was the top finisher among excitement and. an- all those participants who 
Therunners met over the the Terrace participants in ticipatton filled the groups cross the finish line is an 
the Vancourver marathon, attitude towards the accomplishment in itself. 
weekend to discuss pre- 
race strategies and to Ansems finished 17th coming race, The thrill of 
the crowds and the make plans for the trip. overall witha time of 2 hrs. 
The group ranged from 36rains, Ran Allen had the exhileration felt during the 
competitors with five or six next fastest ime at 2hrs. 48 first ten miles of the race 
marathons under their mins,, and Nell Flelsch- was mentioned more than 
belts to those juggling their man finished at 2hrs. 52 once. The pain and 
doubts prior to their first rain. Sue Walker finished exhaustion felt during the 
marathon, 12th overall among the last few miles of the race 
This yearn marathon is women runners with a time was also mentioned but the 
of 2hrs. 59 rain. word willpower, also went 
being run on a new course, along with this description. " ' 
The run will start and end • 
at B.C. Place. Maps have Wheelchair athlete Paul Prizes will be awarded to 
been sent to the entrants to Clark is one of the veteran the top finishers of the 
familiarize them with the competitors. Clark is the race. ~,000 in prize money 
new course. These maps only carded athlete. Of the will I~.+a.warc]ed along WJ~ 1" 
LxomPted -discussions '.on .~ gr~op:. :~"I-~e !~:~:~:llPtettfly a,,,,tr4p~:,;tb~,+the.~ Lake, ~ """"' ; 
hills to watch for and the. ranked second in the~vorld Kawaguchi,. marathon,~:in . . . . . . . .  " 
differences in the course in the 1500 meters. Clark is Japan for the top man and 
from last year. also the holder of two woman finishersanda trip 
All of the runners dif- Canadian records in to the Honolulu marathon 
fered in their training wheelchair competiUon. [or the first B.C. woman 
patterns f~r the week prior The group has received finisher. 
to tha race. Most agreed minimal funding from a Most of the Terrace 
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• Large 370 square Inch 
cookingarea includes 
adjustable baking rack 
• Twin stainless steel 10urn~ 
deliver 30,000 nTU 
* Up-front twln heat centre 
• Push button Igniter for 
quick, easy starts 
e Two-piece heavy gauge 
steel cooking grill 
* Sturdily constructed rneh 
wagon 
* Easily assembled 
* FREE first fill when you bz 
your barbecue and tank 
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Derby  favorite won't  :run 
LBX.]~IPTON, Ky,., (.4JP) astl~dfeo w~th: the?.'o~li,s ~i :~ph is !~d ~kecp Oeml].;s " :  I ' ' I : . . . . .  ~+~:  I~  : ' ~ :presslve. :'i r ::].++ ". ' 
- -  Devil s Bag, the ~ ).983 winning performance last Bag out of the Derby after "He was.'mo~e"ti~ than 
two-yeareld thoroughhred Saturday in the Derby talking to  Jockey Eddie weexpected hlm to he," 
champion, will not run in trial. Maple, Seth Hancock of Stepelms .said.. "l just 
the Kentucky Derby on "I will run him in the 
Claiborne Farm and Mike wasn't pleased with the 
Saturday, trainer Woody Prealmess Prep and back Griffin, who has been performance." 
Stephens aid today, in the Preakness," handling Devil's Bag and Devil's Bag opened his 
Stephens made the an- Stephens aid. Swale while Stephens has three-year.eld campaign 
noucementduringavlsit to The Preakness, May 19 been hi the hospital, bY ilnishing fourth March 3 
his barn at Churchill at Pinflico, is the second Hancock put togetber the in the l~-mfle Flamingo at 
Downs from the hospital race of the thronghbred t~6 million syndication of FHaienh. 
where he is recuperating Triple Crown. Devil's Bag after his an. Stephens then planned to 
from pneumonia. "I think Swale is doing beaten juvenile season, race the horse in the 
In saying Devil's Bag, well," Stephens said of a NOT IMPRESSIVE Gotham and the Wood 
the future book favorite for zecondthroe-yeer-oldinhis Devfl's Bag won the one. Memorial in New York, 
the 174-mile Derby, would stable. "I will go with mile Derby Trial by 2V~ But weather changed his 
not run, the 70-year.old Swale (in the Derby)," lengths over Biloxi's mind and he brought the 
trainer "said .he was not Stephens said he made indian, but was not ira. colt to Kentucky. 
r 
.ooma 
When you're concefm~ about 
the reo~ over yvur he~. consk~ 
our full ~e of roofing product~. 
CONVOY c~des: 
* a variety of sh lng le~ 
* re~ 
* hlgh per formance .  ~' ,  
. galvanized ' " 
* ~uminum 
. .  ~t~ -. 
81DINe' +- / 
Improve the ~arance  and . l, ~- 
reu le  vaJu~ of your home by  ~ 
adding new siding. ~ ~" 
CONVOY c a ~ i e ~  " 
* fe~la .. 
. coil . 
.. "~r CaUki~, " % ",'i 
" '++' :+ ' " - "+ CONV end morley with vinyl siding, because it won't peel. f l~e ,  
dent or  show scratches, l~4e 
other forms of skiing wlH. And It 
Build 
with CONVOY 
~4 
OY SUPPLY L 
4821 KEITH AVENUE TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K7 
INSULATION 
Make ~r  home me~y e~ 
c:~4nt Our full Ine c~ ineul~n 
I ~4do,,~to~o~.~ 
~ ~'00ns ~ mows 
~t~"~]~l~ l~lJ~i'~ Energy efficient wood 
~-~1~1 ~c~.m.n~ w,.ck~s ~n~ 
~!~I  l~ /~ i  Insulated steel entry doors 
~'~'~.~'~'.'i~ ~ ' ,~;" -  helns k~eo winters 
~ ~ ' -  her shness outside. • 
" . . . , . .  : i :~ i  . • ~ ~~.CON.VO.v...,,.::~,,,, 
Tn ~.~,.+++,,n.~-+,,,~w. 
I I~ • ,,.-entry doors . 
--screen doors 
rAn'les a 40 year wdIlen ~shutters 
~" '  Ph ~-4~11 
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Become a Daily 
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Groupprotests human rights * bill 
by WILMA SELLER~ Human Rights Act, was 
TERRACE- -  The B.C. introduced last July, but 
Human Rights Coalition is died on the order paper 
ready to fight the govern, after protests by human 
ment's proposed new rights advocates. 
human rights legislation. Fedy " said other 
At an information prov inces  have  
masting held Monday night s t rengthened their 
at the Northwest Com- legislation in recent yearn, 
munity College, former but B.C.'s proposed bill is a 
human rights officer Ross step backwards, and if 
Fedy, of Terrace, said that passed will mean human 
the new bill ll ts "as bad or rights legislation in this 
worse," than the previous province will be the 
bill 27. weakest in the coun/ry. 
Bill 27, which would have Bill 11 even ignores 
replaced B.C.'s 10-year-old recommendations from 
Wednesday is still 
SHIRT DAY 
at C/'~/o~'~rc~.v 
Men's or Ladles' 
Cotton blend dress or 
business shirts 
expertly laundered 
,or $ 
only 
• ~:  two: government-appointed 
~ iom; l~ said. 
Only six People 'attended 
the Terrace information 
oo 
each 
¢J?i oli= r6 s O Cea 
~hqtever you wear ~ 3~S EM 
~l~ clean with care.~ 135-511~ 
'being sexually harrasaed:, 
"Perhaps when it 'starts 
hitting them, individually 
they'll isten. ' : 
meeting. "I guess it's a Fedy pointed to at least 
non-issue to a lot of four areas of concern with 
people,"; said Fedy, who the proposed legislat/un,. 
was laid off last July when the first the issue of 
the ranks of human rights "reasonable cause.,' The 
workers were cut. new bill would take the 
"But it's a real eye- onus from employers to 
opener to lookat  the prove they had a 
number of people who will "reasonable cause" to 
be affected- one in five in discriminate and put it 
B.C. on income assistance, hack on the person to show 
one of 10 disabled, young they had been 
people, senior citizens, discriminated against. 
people with accents and The second ]saue is 
non-whites, women with "intent." 
kids, who are pr~gaant or If you have to prove what 
Scouting News 
It's carnival time! 
The Terrace District Council has organized a 
carnival and everyone iswelcome to come. It will 
be held at the Carpentes Hall May 12, frnm 12 p.m. 
to 4 p.m; 
Beaversr Cubs, Scouts and Venturers will i'un 
games uch as ring toss, giant swing, a cup.cake 
walk, a jello-eating contest and h fish p0nd: There 
will also be a wet sponge throw with leaders, be~d.s 
behind the holes, and perhaps a dunk.tank. There 
should be about 30 different games as well as a 
canteen sailing hot dogs, drinks and treats. 
Proceeds will go to district events for the boys, 
such as the upcoming Benverce, Bike Ralley and 
Cub Camp. It willalso get the district off to a goed 
start for September. We hope everyone com~ out 
and supports couting in Terrace on May 12 at the 
Carpcnters Hall on Sparks Street and Davis 
Avenue. See you therett 
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' THE 
TERRACE 
L ITTLE 
THEATRE 
vuLr  
ALL-SEASON 
PERFOIlMER 
MANUFACTURER 
• Goodyear Canada Inc. 
CONSTRUCTION 
• Polyester Radial Cord Body. 
• Steel Belts. 
FEATURES & BENEFITS 
= 2nd generation, premium all-season tread design. 
• Larger overall tire size when compared to the Gulf 
All-Season tire. : 
• Wider, deeper tread for longer lasting life and superior 
traction in all types of weather conditions. ~ • 
• I/'nproved fuel economy due to lower rolling.resistance tread 
compound. 
GUARANTEE r 
• Road Hazard Warranty for the life of the original tread. 
• Performance Rated at 80,000 ks. 
Canadian 
• ~s  zai~o i t~, iso.~a~ Linda West, of Terrace, demonstrates the age.old art of spinningwool 
m~'t~e~an'tpre~U~e atthe fifth: Spring Arts and Crafts Show, held at the Riverl~ge 
attorney-general providing Recreation Center In Kltimaton Saturday. Linda explained that this is 
legal counsel to these who the final step in working the wool before it is washed and dyed. 
feel they've been 
discriminatod against will. " fai 
~..e, nd, and this alone will stop X ~ I I J I c r=u~ ! 
beingpursued,, since many .... ' " ~ 'n  ' :  . . . .  ; ' " ; ' :  " " 
: people are 'not capable'of~' ~,~,u;~ er~,;/~u~wn~er " - . . ; .  from as far away as Prince Georgeand 
~ n ~  t ~ m ~  ~ r f: J q : . . . . . .  i~ am -,,~ ,~,,,,,-, ,,,,,,,,,,=,,v Telkwa. There w~.re also exhibitors from 
o'n~l'~na'~,"~"Dwoul"~ no'"~'~,  Arts Council sponsored its fifth annual arts Prince Rupert, Smithers, Hazelton and 
* ;hie to ;~fo~d the c;~t el '~=dcr~ts sho~ a~ orga~=ers were ven T~ace. ~ 
hiring a lawyer. " : :happy with the attendance figures. . A food room was also set up by various 
The B.C. Human Rights About 1,100 people visited the craft fair community groups, and an art gallery 
Saturday. offered visitors a chance to examine.local Coalition plans to . . . . . . . .  
demonstrate onthe lawn of Morn than 80 exhibitors et up displays 
the parliament buildings in'the Rivarlodge Recreation Center with 
when the legisl~iture booths ranging from pottery and weaving 
resumes Thursday, and displays to stained glass and doll making 
have proposed setting up a exhibits. 
human rights pavilion on ~ Almost the entire northwest region was 
the Expo site, said Fe.dy. represented with craftspenple coming 
artists' work. 
Judy Morrison, festival coordinator," 
thanks all exhibitors and volunteers who. 
helped make the spring festival asuccess. 
The next show will be held No,,ember !7,at 
the Riverlodge, Application forms willbe 
available in mid-October. 
I l U I | I l l  tiULf  tHVIUE,A ,I • ...homastyle cooking at  reasonable prices.?, ,~ 
I N & J Service Centre Ltd. [Su l f J I  Grand Trunk Restaurant 
! 4711 takelse Ave. 635.4515 ~ I M f / F |  4702 takelse Avenue 
I Specialists in all brake work Iicllsed Rochelle oil duty 6days a week. ~ i Licensed Premises 
I ' I ' I I ' 
NELSON,  B.C. (CP) -- equipment from the cen- 
As a large .moving van zat tro's main building, about 
in the background, 30 metres from the library 
speakers told a noon-hour where the rally was held, to 
rally that nothing will leave Selkirk College at nearby 
David Thompson Cantlegar as part of the 
University Centre-- which programs being tran- 
• i~offlelallyr, closes itoday.~';-- sferred there . . . . .  ' ' 
without a conlronta~n.. ,..D~vid..,:Thempson, Sup~ 
The provincial govern, porters L., told" the ~, en-, 
meat declded to clone the thusinstlc crowd of 250, 
centre as part of Its manyof them seniors and 
'restraint pi*ogram. There children carrying brightly- 
were about 500 full-and lettered signs, that it ap- 
part-time students at the pears likely a new in- 
centre, stitutlon will he launched to 
The huge orange van was replace the centre. 
being used to transfer They said this means it is 
'% 
• , . r I 
A 
LUNCHEON 
TREAT 
at the 
Save the Children Week ' 
The government of.British Columbia has 
proclaimed the week of April 30 to May 4 
Save the Children Week: 
The original Save the Children Fund was 
founded in Bri~in in 1919 by Eglantyne 
Jebb, when she was moved by the suf- 
fering of children during and after World 
War I. The Reverend C.C. Owen 
• established the B.C. bri, nch the same year. 
:'~ The fund is an independent, non-profit 
' organization whose sole purpose in the 
welfare of needy children, worldwide, 
i ! without regard to nati0nali~, or religion, the Save the Childrnn Fund should contact 
At sixty,five the Fund is moving into a /:Andrea Deakin, 638-1614. 
• i ~ . i . • 
GRAND TRUNK ReSTAUnm 
~ Bored of  the same 'o ld '  lunch? 
Try one of our 
Daily Lunch Specials 
(including soup ' ' for . 
& dessert)  under 
Monday thru Friday 11am . 2pro 
*6.0O 
new period, not into retirement, at- 
tempting to make more British Caius. 
bians aware of its work and seek this in- 
volvement. 
Much of the fund's income is raised from ' 
the Hallowe'en drive and the sales of 
crafts and Christmas cards. These cards 
were on sale in Terrace last year and will 
be available again this year. This year 
many of the cards will be designed by local 
artists. 
.Anyone who is interested inhelping 'with 
essential to keep all books, 
desks, and other equipment 
to make operation of a l~'ew 
• facility possible. , ~ 
Bev Mill, • David 
Thompson action centre 
representative, said ithat. 
city ~ ,.residents, ~i~el 
organizing fot~-hour ~sM~ 
to patrQl the ~camp~:'24 
hours a day. ..: 
Mill said a telephone 
message system will alert 
concerned area residents if
any books or equipment 
are moved, so that a non- 
violent confrontation can 
be staged at any hour. 
Crowd guards campus/, 
equipment and books 
/ '  
castl n 
~i :i~i,:,:.~ +!/+,i~ ' / i :  ~ .~,i~ ~.  • ''~ ' ~ + ! 
ii:  ! iSorim in atJon :i/. + 
Women.  
. . . .  ++ ++ +o gistl + iii:' ilpsych ' , . . , 
OTTAWA " (CP) " - -  "They don't want to see + 
Wome. should receive the 
anme~,  protection f rom 
~ a U o n  and 
violmce ~ in . . . .  ~ broadcueting 
that raelni minorities get, a 
Prin+ce. Edward Island 
psyeholnglst aid Monday. 
Beth l Perdvel told a 
Commons .subcommittee 
Stu~ sexually abusive 
broadcasting that society 
appears to see no need to 
document the negative 
effects o f  materials por- 
traying violence against 
racial minorities. Yet 
proposals to tighten laws 
ngalmmt pornography 
continue to meet with 
demands for proof that it 
le~ds to violence or other 
edverse ffects. 
+',Who steps up to defend 
theright of broadcasters, 
publinhex% movie or TV 
producern .to" portray 
whites beating blacks,' 
Atykns-whipping Jews, 
Pakistani, o r  Indians 
portrayed in bondage, in 
submissive and degrading 
postures or as dinembodisd 
~?"  Percival said. 
Women shou ld  be g iven  
the  same measure  of  
protection from abuse as 
those groups, said Per- 
cival, i+who teachos at the 
University • of Prince 
Edward Island. 
Percival suggested later 
that oppesition to ex- 
tending, such protection to 
womm + ,comes when 
people begin to. realize 
what the real implications 
of that are.-- that they're 
not going to be able to 
exploit women and 
dominate women. • 
that happen." 
Pay TV companies, r 
perceiving public demand, 
want to continue to carry 
"adult" programs, Per- 
cival said. 
However, she argued 
that "there's a market 
need for cocaine and we 
. don't say (use of) that is 
OK•" 
Just because a segment 
of society wants to see 
pornography, "that dossn',! 
make it morally correcL 
- she noted. 
Percival urged the 
committee to recommend 
that sex be included as ,a 
category protected from 
abuse under ' federal .. 
broadcast regulations. 
Broadcasters efusing to 
adhere to the rules should 
be fine~t and, if they per- 
sist, should have their 
licencea revoked by the 
Canadian Radio-television 
and Telecommunications 
Commission, she eaid. And 
pay TV carriers hould be 
subject to the same kinds of 
regulations, including 
-prchibitian of sexually"" 
abusive programming. 
In her brief, Percival 
cited a number of studies 
that have tried to refute the 
+suggestion that por- 
nography has positive 
effecta,~ such as releasing 
aggression. On the other 
hand, significant amounts 
of research have shown 
that pornography 
stimulates thoughts of sex 
and violence in the minds 
of consumers, he said. 
Summer movie 
C ham ps named 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) -- Spielberg also will be 
The' ~ winner and new represented by Gremlins, 
champion of the summer for which he sewed as 
movie season is Indiana executive director. Joe 
J(ms and the"~Temple o[  Dante directed.., the film 
DOOmt~ ",......... ,,,, ~,,,,,,,~-,~ about little, croktar~,wSo 
+A sterv~of the summer +; invade ~a midwest U.S:; 
movie product showa no 
likely/ competitor foi" 
$teven : Splelberg's equel 
to his. blockbuster of  two 
summers ago, Raiders of 
the Lost Ark. 
The latest collaboration 
f$plniberg and George 
as, ' ag.aln- starring+ 
Harrlmm Ford as the in. 
trepid Indiana Jones; hits 
1.400: .screens in North 
America on May 23 and Is 
likely to be hanging around 
long'past summer, 
Paramo~t.hus lined up 
town.  
June will bring the long- 
delayed release of Serge 
Leone's Once Upon a Time 
In America, a gangster 
epic starring Robert 
DeNiro. The Ladd Co. film 
was originally scheduled 
for last December, but has 
undergone surgery for its 
excessive l ngth, 
Another much heralded 
film is The Neverending 
Story, a mystical ad- 
venture by  Wolfgang 
Petersen (Das Boot). The 
1,700 houses for its other Warner Bros. release, 
big release, StarTrek Ill: , which has been breaking 
The Search for Spock, records in Germany,. will 
which opens June 8. .. open here July 22. 
I I 
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i 
CAN WIN GREAT PRIZES 
, ,  , . 
+AT THE 
'EEN 
'MALL 
ENTER OUR 2 CONTESTS ! 
FORMOTHER+ • 
• , i  
' .  , . ! 
i _MOMCAN WIN 
o , .  , 
You can enter for + your Mum or she can enter 
/ herself,a/as long as her name appears 
on  the entry. • . 
• 'i the i Bavarian Inn ,:Dinner l 0r 2 at:
-+ ' .++'+, . . .  ' ,i] -+~ ,~ ~ :+ ' ,+" .  / . i  "+ ~"~+.+, - .  : 
,.Flowers + at her/table courtesy 
" FIowers.,a,ila .i i. am ' .... ' , , :  
• • i~ ~ii~ ~ 
• ' ++'.+~ :+' . 
,Engraved silver wine goblets 
courtesy+.Carters +jewellers + .` 
. ,  - ,  . .  
,0vernight's stay at Northern Motor Inn 
I | I *Chauffering to+iand each 
All , . 
About PEOPLE I ! I destination +courtesy Kalum Kabs 
I 
Thinp'eren't so happy anymore for Rlchle Cun- 
ashram, the Funs and their cronies. 
ABC's top-rated series seven years ago and one of 
television+s modt' successful and enduring situation 
comedies, has been cancelled, along with Fantasy Island 
and Hart to Hart, the network announced Monday. 
Happy Days, which began in 1974 as ~ nostalgic look at 
the 1968s, eventually moved into the 1960s when its high 
school crowd, went off to college. Henry Winkler's 
charact~er, the leather-jacketed, super-cool nice guy 
The Fonz  - -  became a cultural hero and Ronnle Howard's 
Richle the quintessential, apple-checked nice kid. 
As promised in its settlement ofa Hbel suit, the National 
Enquirer has apologized to singer-actress Shirley Jone~ 
and her husband, comedian Marty In@Is, for "un- 
fortunate inaccuracies" ina story about he couple. 
The story, contained inthe splashy tabloid's Oct. 9, 1979, 
issue,said Ingels""bizarre b havior" had driven Jones to 
dr ink .  • 
The actress and her husband filed a $20-miilion libel suit 
against he publication, the start of a 4½-year legal fight 
that ended last month with an out-of-enart settlement. 
In its May S Issue, The Enquirer printed a four- 
paragraph apology, 
Ingels said the apology also is to be printed in the form 
of an advertisement i  several large newspa~rs across 
the pentry. 
The largest privately held Canadian collection of 
African art, valued at $1.8 million, has been giy~ to the 
City of Kingston and Queen's University by 01 Montreal 
cou~]e. • . ' . .  ; '* i' 
Robert Swain, director of the uniyerslty's' Agnes 
EtharinlP~on Art Centre, said the collection of 574 statues, 
ritual objects, masks, eeremonlal nd domestic objects, 
massed over 40 years, comes largely from West Africa. 
A .few pieces originated in Central Africa. 
The collection belonged to Justin and Elbabeth Lang, 
both 78. Mrs. Leng, who began the collection daring her 
travels,will be named affiliate curator of Mriean art at 
the cantre. 
Ronsld Watts, principal of Queen's, said the large 
collection would enable the university to become a centre 
of stu0'~ for scholers in a variety of disciplines, including 
anthrb~10gy', art, religion and sociology.. + . . 
• The'eo~|e decided to give Queen s me couecuon 
becanm of theli" interest in education, and because it Is 
lecated midway between their home in Montreal and their 
sons  ~I homes In Torento, Swain said. 
! Entries available at all Mall Merchants. 
' Deadline for +entries Saturday, May .12 
, a te6  p .m. .  
, , , .  , 
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• Shop the Moll for all your 
i o , . , , ' .  ' oor sho..ang 
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bY ALLISTER PEDERSEN. 
I t 
Emergency Communications Coordinator 
Department ofCommunications 
Vancouver 
This is the third of a series of articles designed to 
inform mariners about marine radio equipment, 
radio operating procedures and radio regulations 
pLwticuiarly as they relate the the west coast. This 
article will outline standard radiotelephone 
procedures used in making single and multiple 
station class. 
The most important feature of marine radio is the 
safety it provides. Internationally.adopted stan- 
dards goven the use of marine radio and adherence 
to these international standards and the Canada 
Shipping Act and Ship Station Radio Regulations 
will ensure marine radio provides an efficient and 
effective safety service. 
One of the most important regulations is that  
which outlines "watchkeeping" procedures. Ships 
that are required by law to he fitted with 
radiotelephone must keep a continugus watch on the 
frequency 2182 kHz and-or 156.8 MHz (CH. 16 VHF) 
or other frequency specifically designated in their 
llcences when at sea, except when actually engaged 
in conducting communicatious on their working 
frequencies. Ships voluntarily fitted with 
radiotelephone should endeavour to watch the 
frequency 2182 kHz and-or 156.8 MHz (CH. 16 VHF) 
'to the greatest practicable xtent when at sea. 
The frequencies of 2182 kHz (CH. 51 SSB) and 
156.8 MHz (CH. 16 VHF) are the International 
radiotelephone "distress and calling" frequencies 
for MF SSB (medium frequency single sideband) 
and VHF (very high frequency) radios respec- 
tively. 
Newcomers to marine radio should not feel in- 
timidated by technical jargon. Kilohertz (kI-h), 
Megahertz (MHz) and channel numbers are simply 
different erms used to describe various operating 
~ints in the radio frequency spectrum. The tbrm 
"distress and calling frequencies" simply means 
that CH. 51 SSB and CH. 16 VHF are used for 
distress communications and for calling, that is, 
establishing contact with other vessels. 
The reason for dedicating a single frequency in a 
marine radio to both calling and distress is that this 
will ensure that most vessels at any one time will be 
tuned to the distress frequency. Distress calls that 
are transmitted should then he heard not only by 
Coast Guard Radio Stations but also by all other 
vessels in the vicinity of the call. It is very im- 
portant for other vessels to hear distress com- 
munications because on' many occasions, par- 
ticularly busy summer weekends, assistance can 
usually be rendered faster by another boat in the 
vicinity than it can by Coast Guard cotters and 
crashboats..,The volume of distress incidents and : 
.the vast area of the coast dictate that beaters must 
provide assistance toone another and this can only 
occur when all vessels are tuned to a single 
frequency for distress and calling. 
Making a call to another vessel is quite simple. 
First ensure your radio is set to CH. 51 SSB or CH. 16 
VHF. Then, LISTEN before transmitting. If you 
hear someone on the channel your transmissions 
may cause harmful interference to the other 
transmissions that are already in progress. Wait 
until thechennel is clear unless you have priori~ 
traffic such as a distress call. ~!  t~Ci~a~iiel+id~: 
free make your call as in the following example ~
where the operator making the call is on the 
Seabird. "OCEANSPRAY CZ5125 (not more than 3 
times) THIS IS SEABIRD CZ6921 (not more than 3 
times), OVER." 
An operator hearing a call directed to his station 
should reply as soon as possible and advise the 
calling station to proceed with his message with the 
words "GO AHEAD", or "STAND BY" followed by 
the anticipated number of minutes delay. Con- 
tinuing on with our example the OCEANSPRAY 
would reply by saying "SEABIRD CZ6921 THIS IS 
0CEANSPRAY "CZ5125 GO AHEAD." 
. Because SSB CH. 51 (2182 kHz) and VHF CH. 16 
(156.8 MHz) cannot be used for general com- 
munications the SEABIRD will have to pass his 
message on a suitable inter-ship working frequency 
as designated in the appendices to the radio lieenee. 
if the two vessels are non-commercial (pleasure) 
vessels the SEABIRD might select VHF CH. 68 by 
saying "OCEANSPRAY THIS IS SEABORD. GO 
TO CHANNEL 68." If channel 68 is acceptable to 
the OCEANSPRAY the SEABIRD would then 
establish contact on CHANNEL 68 and pass ,his 
message. After communications are complete both 
vessels will switch back to VHF CH. 16. 
When a operator hears a call but is uncertain that 
the call is intended for his station, he should not 
reply Until the call has been repeated and un- 
derstood. When a station'is called and the identity 
of the calling station is uncertain, the operator 
should reply immediately using the words 
"STATION CALLING," his station's name and-or 
call sign, and the words "SAY AGAIN." 
When an operator wishes to establish com'- 
munication with any station within range or in a 
ce+are  t++- -+made+ +L ~~'~KIDS"' 12: &!IONDER__~ 1 I iSTAT IONS"  using the same procedure as a single 
station call. General calls to "ALL STATIONS' are 
. . . . .  . not permitted in the General Radio Service (CB) WIN YOUR MOTHER Band, however, in anemergencyaca l lmaybe , " made to "any GRS station" in a specific location as 
required. 
DOZE.  OSES 
• :~  
A ' • a 
/ / /  
• . . . . .  zone meet,ng * 
NTER OUR LE " CONTEST E TTER ZeneCommander everything in a recent fire • ~ . Ladies Auxiliary which destroyed their ~ 
• Northwestern Zone legion. They also received 
• v i  , ' a new tablecloth from the '-~ Write us a letter H,_ng r On Satarday April28, the ladies of branch 13 and /~ 
. . , Lddies Auxiliary branch 13 gifts from Smithers and i~ 
"WHAT MY MOM MEANS TO ME" ~ of the Royal Canadian Houston. :~ . . Legion, hosted the spring In attendance at our :, 
. . . .  . zone meeting, with meeting, were two ladies ~; 
• representation from from Hazelton. They are ,"~ 
. . . .  branch 13, Terrace, branch organizing to form a Ladies i. ENTER AT THE MALL ADMINISTRATION OFFICE. 27 Prince Rupert, branch Auxiliary to pacific ~i' 
~ 63 Smithers, branch 85 command and become ~i 
• DEADLINE ISFRIDAY, MAY 11 at 12 NOON. Stewart, branch 220 Queen Ladies Auxiliary to branch ~ 
Charlotte City, branch 249 285 Hazeiton. 
Also flowers will be given ,to the runner up. ~,  Houston, branch 230 The purpoeeofforming a .~i 
.... Kitimat, branch 240 Masset Ladies Auxiliary is to 
• .... [ and branch 272 Kemano assist the Branch of the ~:~ 
were unable to attend. ~qoyal Canadian Legion in 
Our project fund carrying out its work on '~ 
.collected approximately behalf of all ex-service ;~ 
$1,000 which will be given personnel, their depen- 
to the UBC Chair of Family dents and the community. :. 
Practice, Vets comforts at In 1983 the nine towns ~ 
Shanghneasy and George which belong to the north '~ 
Darby hospitals and western zone distributed i
community projects. $109,422 to charity. There :~ 
• This spring delegates are 163 Ladies Auxiliaries ~ 
voted to buy the Ladies in B.C. with a membership +'" 
Auxiliary of Stewart a new of 11,120. 
Pige 8, The Herald, Tuesday. May  ], 1984 . ~, . 
Out of a greasy spoon and a dusty coal cellar 
• James Richardson. ' " '  'the~ go0d' :,teachers 'a'vaflable, said simply to accompany men's musical 'WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  It's been a "It was a wonderful plaee/'~o db initiative himself. .:: 
long time since actors rehearsed in a something because itwae so far away '*We had to build everything,.l' "I think that as sson as there was : William Waterhouse, a violinist with choirs. 
anything available they werea very the .Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra.: After a few attempts, a solid or- 
,Winnipeg coal cellar or ballet dan- from anywhere and we didn't get  Hirsch said in an interview in which ready audience." "" Waterhouso, whose father taught chestra was finally established in 
.cars performed free. anything very much in thecity,",sald he recalled beth the bizarre and the Thecitywusalsoimownusastrong violin here in thesarly 1900s, said the 1947 and began performing for its 
Jt's been a long time since the roof Farraily, who now'lives in Kelowna, disheartening in those early days. 
musical centre, largely because of ,City's first:orchestras were onlled in own audiences. of, the old Dominion Theatre fell in - -  B.C. There was the time the theatre roof ...... 
l i te ra l l y -  or a theatre jonltor led a " In .  those days, there wasn,, a eollapsed in mld.pertormunee,, . .  "TUESDAY 5 2 ' 
charge of his drinking buddies; symphony, there wasn't anything showering the actors and stage with ' - p .m.  - am,  
dressed in Ben Johnson costumes, except the ballet. We were away plaster. 
out in toab l l zzard ,  f romanybodye lse . . .andtherewus .  , ,-  .e 4' 5 '6  7 9 12 13 FIRST . But early efforts to build up such really nothing else to do." caretaker, whose tolerance for . ' 
artistic pillars as the Royal Winnipeg The Royal Winnipeg Ballet, whisky was legendary, invited all his CHOICE 
Ballet and the Manitoba Theatre developing such principal dancers as buddies to a bash in the theatre. 
Centre paid off. They are thriving Evelyn Hart who has been honored at The evening climaxed with "slot of I~ : .~  gO~0 ,I Hawaii KING S Hockey M[mr The t.a Rumours 
• NM FIve-O • News Night Roge'rs Newcomers 5olree of 
• ~1~ 'KOMO 4 Con'S . KING $ In BuMnm Bill du Glory t~tay despite a dragging economy competitions around the world, drunks and rbbby-dubbles" pouring ;~s sows ¢c~,t Bruce 
and stiff competition for dollars, finished its 1982-83 .season with a out under the marquee on to Main ,,w, canada Report Reld Hockey . 
• It's never been easy. $343,639 surplus. Street in a snowstorm wearing / t  ABC News " Nl~.y Con°t MacN~l! Grea ~/ Reglonal Cockburn 
.0 
News Hour News Con0t Lehrer Willie L8 Con'! When Gweneth Lloyd and Betty Its subscription l ist has been rising Vo]poni costumes and bearing bottles KOMO 4 (::oo't Top Con't News Bird Soiree J immy 
Farraily arrived in Winnipeg in 1938, steadily and now is close to 10,000. on high, scattering, passersby in :e N,ws Can't story Con'S Hour COn°[ . du the 
. fright.,,it WhHI of The Entertain. Carte Audubon Computer HoCkey Kid few people on the Prairies had ever Kathleen Richardson, who has . m: 
seen a ballet. " been involved with the ballet since was like the end of a Fellini I ~ Fodun* Performers Tonl~t Con't W,dme Informallon Con't Con'1 
• Weeknlght torn* Greene Tic Tac ~ Corl0t Wild World Arthur National Con'S DANCED FOR 'KING 1954, said its inception was part of the film," Hirsch said. e .~45 Con'! wil~rnm DOUgh of Animals Con't 
.•:But one year later, the two British city's unending drive to provide for There wus discouragement, co,,, Erlckson Con't 
women and their fledgling dance itself. "In 40-below weather I remember a Foul-Ups Ble~e Ril~Ide' rne  A • Alrwolf Now Conarl~ Io Le eralmtorm 
and Blunders Con't - Team CUller Con't Clydesdales Point Con't 
company staged their first HAD TO DO IT going around in a little Morris Minor : O :,15 Happy Con's The Con'S Con'* Machine L'lncroyable Con't 
production for visiting King George "When there's no one at hand, putting pesters on walls in the north Days ' Coo't A Team Con0 t Con't Technology Hulk Con't 
VI and Queen EHzabeth. when you can't go to another town 20 end and I can't tell you how A Threes Jaffa Riptide Entertain, Amerlcln Qulmmlo Con'S Con't 
-.:From that beginning, the Royal miles away and if you want theatre, manytimes the ear conked out and i ~ :30:15 Company Torvll Con'S Tonight Playhouse Arctic Dog Con'S Con'S 
. ':45' Oh Christopher. Con't Love Con's Agblg La Con't 
Winnipeg Ballet has gone on to win you jolly well do it," she said, sat there crying and wondering what 'Madelln, Dean Con't Coflrlectlon Con'S Con't Vagabond Con'S 
int_emational acclaim, and is as "I think that is Winnipeg _ if we the hell I was doing." - - .  1f l -1~ Herr . .  . Hart " Remlnmon Neflone, Piano qov, Monsieur The 
' .  to ' to .. " ' " . Steele Journal Players Con't le Mlnlstre Verdict healthy today as it ever has been. want it, we make it ourselves." But it paid off. " . , L ~ I  Hers Hart " '  Con't Journal Rarely Con't Rencontres Con'S 
• " " Con't Con't Con't Journal Con't Con't Con°t ~.:Meanwhile, the Manitoba Theatre John Hirsch, co-founder of the THEATRE STRONG P|ayTog. 
Centre, which set up shop over a theatre centre and its first artistic lli  " "  K,.o...,.on., c.. co.,, downtown greasy spoon in 1958 and director, says the sense of isolation Today the Manitoba .Theatre Net~vt. News News N~oht Flna~ Times Le C n't 
rehearsed in a dusty coal cellar, has provided Winnipeggers with an  Centre, which Hirsch helped fo imd ~sc Hour The ThrW, Wo¢ld Fabuleuses Con'! 
produced actors and artistic direc- undaunted spirit: and which has produced such actors New: Final Tonight Company W~r | Aventures Con't 
t0i, s known across North America. "I always aid that if Winipeggers as Gordon Pinsent and Len CaHou, I 01  Eye on The Show Barney Latemoht Legendalres Sports 
And the Winnipeg Symphony decided they wanted to grow oranges has a subscription list of 15,199 - -  not t L:~s Hollywood Late LateC°n°t Miner Center etom A~erlce dU 
Orchestra,which spent its early days they would have the foolhardiness bad for a.• city of 600,000 in tough i~. . .  ShOWl Night Con'tC°n't MunchausenBar°n Cos'iN°mew°rid 
accompanying men's choirs, is en- and the genius to build greenhouses economic times. ~s the Where with David Fin dee Con't 
• AAcCIoud Saint . the Letterman . ' Con'S Emissions C0rt't JoYing its highest subscription list In to grow oranges in the middle of Many say Winnipeg's interest'in i~ : N,,: 
' . KOMO " .  Spies KING S . Cog'S .. Con'r 
its, 36-year history, winter," says Hirsch, who well the arts was spawned by its ethnic , Are News ¢oo't Con't 
:~While some may wonder how remembers Winnipeg's notorious community, mostly of European 
Winnipeg, stuck on the edge of an winters, extraction. . WEDNESDAY 8 5 p 
Often cold and desolate prairie, ever "They had tremendous initiative "Winnipeg is a richly varied mix of " am, - .me 
managed to foster and support such and a love for the arts," says the European cultures for whom opera, ~ou. Film Fill Ntorfl,ng 
cultural groups, the people involved current artistic director of Ontario's ballet, music and theatre are just a ~ :~ ~ c,nsc~. ~r. wlzarcs 
Morning : A.M. " Show Jimmy Newt World say they actually used the unlikely Stratford Festival. U :~ Amerlc~ .: Cort't Tod.y • way of fife," says Richardson, who is s~o..,, Mr. |nspec|or location to their advantage. Hirseh supplied a lot of the early . cont.' con't Show 100 Rog~r~ Gadget 
a descendant of the grain merchant 
9:~ 20.Minute Kareen's I:outou. Carny :1S Workout Yoga • Good Huntley Sesame 
The Edge Company Street Street Foufoull COfI't 
Green s t r ipes  and  b lue  spray  - .  _  oo, ,,., _ _  co ., of Night Cooking ,Company Friendly Giant Cog'S Contact Tours Coil'S 
• t U  , ~  Blnlon JoKe Donehtm ean~llln Storybound ' '.lle13* P.$.' Cotl°t 
,. :15 Benton OavJdsofl CeNt 5c11~1e Zoo, Zoo, Zoo Choice Partout Con't 
• Loving Definition Con't Mr, Drelsup Adventures Con°t Animagerle Cort't Loving form new Trudeau portrait ,on., con', Mr. Drel.up .eadl.t Cofl't CoWl Cofl't 
l h  P.mHy Creative Hot Shame InMcle.Out Cofl't Zig. Smokey 
• Feud Cooking Potato Street Bookblrd Cofl*t Zag and 
Ry*n's Guess Search for Seesame Bloecope Con'S Lee Ange$ the 
"' HOI~ What Tomorrow Street Sel~ Inc. Con°t Gardiens Bsdklt TORONTO (CP) - -  some green stapes ]n =/n inspiration of wild graffiti beside a dog-figure and a 
L Z g "  AIIMy Oeys Part3 Prime Minister Trudeau upper quadrant and a or brush-strokes.every, skull - -  but Ronald was :~s Cffildren soon AH Nova Spread AvJsc~e 
' News of My Con'! Your Wl~g$ Recherche Coil'S m.oved his eyes over his quasi-religious symbol where, Trudeau responded obviously proud of it. ~, My Hour ogt Children Con'S Callers' AIIo Come 
~portrait," drew a "deep round out the effect, to Ronald in a virtual AMONG PIONEERS Children Cont. Lives, Con't Con't Cho ice  Bus Back 
breath, and an exhibit of "Mr. Prime Minister," whisper, obviously trying. Born in Stratford, Ont., 1 i :  One Another Another CBC News WordshOl) Math Sou to the 
Life World World CBC News Th/nkaMut Con't Con'! 5 & bighlyabstraet paintings of calleda voice, breaking the to keep the conversation in 1926, Ronald was a JL to Aoother Another Take 30 Art Chest Cla|ers' . AU Dime 
C-.a_nada's 16 prime silence. "Is it a good private, founding member Of the i~s LIv* Wnrlcl Worl0 Take~0 Umb, ells Chofce ' Jour J|mmy 
ministers was under way. likeness?" Most curious among the Painters Eleven, Oanada's General General Match Wok with American Con't le Dean 
.~e  exhibit - -  William "Yes," Trudeau replied portraits was the one of Joe pioneer group of abs~act d )  :1'; Ho,plt,l "Ho,pltal 
,,~aaid, The Prime eccentrically, "from the Clark - -  seen as a narrow, artists / -  : . :  General Con't Geme'Metch. Yahoo it Con'tPlayh°use Con'tC°nff t.eJ°UrT,mpe First Con't 
Ministers --  runs for 19 back." blue line on a modest "I've looked at the world ~ • Hoepltel Con't Geme For Your*elf Con't ) Con't de Vlvr~ Cholce 
(~eys in Toronto before The prime minister then canvas of green dots, with small town wondi~r," ~ ~ Women The 8re~keway Young Plano Playere Con't t.e Tempe Rocks 
• to don Breakawaf and Rarely Ev l r  Cofl't de Vlvre Chris 
" ~1~ Women Herren 8rl|keway the Play Con'! Le Tempe de moving on to Windsor, took a personal tour of the orange spots and white Ronald says, "the large :~ c n't show re*k*w*v R et*m re, ether n't e Vlvr  Burgh 
Ont., Charlottetown and 1~ paintings with Ronald, squiggles, world of men On stage, . ., . . . . . . . . . . .  
Live Fant,sy • People'e bn,utte L Sesame' CoIl°t Boblno Hanover Q11gary - -  where it is sure who leaned on a polished "It's true," one observer taking ' hold of their : ,  at Island Court Smurts Street on't ~obino Street 
toileave a trail of amused walking stick before each said. "It leeks just like destinies by the scruff of :~ 4 
and shaking heads behind, port~:ait and spoke en- h im."  co.,t Ne*~co~. On* Oa~ co.', so, ~,. ~o ~e~ con's 
The paintings, says a thusiastically to Trudeau The drawing of William their neck." :e cofl,t con'! Newscope at a Time Con', Thlnkabout Au Jeu Con't 
plaquein the Art Gallery of while a gaggle of Lyon Mackenzie King was 
Ontario, express Ronald's photographers and the most outlandish - -  a 
"intuitive response to the hangers-an pressed in. crudely drawn nude 
individual's personality in' As he gazed at each new woman, possibly bleeding, 
relation to their public 
presence and ac ts . "  Cohen's video ..-In other words, the 
paintings look nothing at 
al! like their Trudeau held up story of  l o v e r s  
r~markably well on first 
sight of his portrait, a 3.5- Don't let the. rather sets of lovers who meet 
metre mural that could odd title put you off: I in a grand eld hotel. 
pass.for a detailed piece of Am a Hotel, an ex- .• 
work in a New York city perimenta! video Also, unlike a number 
~.ubway car. dramatizing songs by of rock videos, the 
I~UESNAKES Leonard cohen, isn't a producers have spent ~..~. IILyNUal;'+~' < ~ ' : ~  
.i Serpentine lines of blue bad little film. time and money to 
~pray paint facsimille It is, if you like, a create an' innovative 
knock aboutinsideahalf -  long-play version of and artful film. It is Canadian M a d  
filled ouUine of a head, those music videos that beautifully filmed (at - e 
blackened in the core-- all seem to be popping up Toronto's historic 'King H.D. TRACTION* 
over a red-and-white stripe all the time on television Edward • Hotel) and 
combo resembling an these days. combines elements of Light Truck ,oo,,,,o~,,,,~.,,,~,, 
American flag. The Most such 'videos are dance (with dancers. 
tulmbers 5 and eighteen, used by rock groups to Ann Ditchburn, Robert 650x16(6Ply)l".T. 67.45 
,. "~ 750x16 (8 Ply) T.T. 92.48 .,',. sell a single song, But Desrosier and Claudia "  
.... this half-hour film, Moore) and elements of ~ |  D ; a ~  .~'~ 800x16.5(8Ply)Tbls 88.94 ,,Vancouver being shown May 7 on theatre, with such d 
,.,., CBC, ties together five people as champion 875x16.5(8 Ply)Tbls 96.39 
~ acquires different Cohen com- skater 'rol ler Cranston ~ 9~x16.5 (8 Ply) Tbls111.15 " 
positions in a loose and Nat inna lBa l le to f  Rib Lug " rare works dramatic script that Canada founder Celia 
• tells the story of, five Franca. ~M 
VANCOUVER (CP) < 
The Vancouver Art Gallery . • Tm~l Oeeign m'w vary. 
has acquired 13 rare 17th- , °T,~ld De,ign may vat 
century Dutch paintings, H.D.  EXPRESS • SAVE H D. TRACTION valued at $2.1 million, from . . . .  • 
*72" *7913 businessman and art to  a Pair collector, m , . '  H.D.  EXPRESS II .Gallery direc[or Luke ~/. $22  "00 
EACH ,38 .oo  FROM EACH Rombeut said Monday the FROM 700x15 6 :PLY  TBLS  a 
gift is ef immense ira- . . to  Pa i r  700x15 6 PLY  TBLS 
portanee to the develop- INSTALLED H.D. TRACTION ' 
ment of the gallery's INSTALLED 
lflstorie European '~' :/  . ' 
co|lectmn. They will go on 
exhibit May 25. 
c,,.,.. B ATT E R i E S L "~y museum would be A Q -Made * 
receive works of this Bias Belt . 
cMibre," said Rombout. ',', 
' A78x13' ,~  ~ FROM ' "These  beautiful and' Summer , I , . . , , . . ,~111/ / /  
i~portant acquisitions 
• ' -  *48" 
r~Ibresent, in value, the /1 /13  ' |~=~4 s~.~Slllllll I 
largest single donation of . .  , |F71]x14 u.~glllllH a 
$ A ~  GT~x14 57.M works of art in the history ,90 .  J ~.,S' ~ ~s I / / / / t /  
of~the art gallery. (The ~-- -•  |H~x~5 6~.9~f/1//I/' ! ~ /  
Da~idsons) are hopeful, as FROM I m v  EACH J~me~s ss.~4~.~,/ 
we are, that their gift wil l  
trigger other important A78x13 INSTALLED . " " CoryF leming  
d0hations of works of art Expires May 5, 1984 
f/~m this commtmity." . ' Manager 
The collection was -- - - ! B 
m:quired by Davidscn ever 
a:Jperiod of years from 
some of the leading dealers 
i~London. 
!'Rombeut said the 12 .... 
d~fists represented In the rFnA@IAMh T IDE  
dbdation are recognlzed for 
their important place in the SERVICE LTD. 
d e'~elopment of landscape, 
~ascape, still life and 4929 Kelth 635.6170 
. . . . . .  .~•  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  • ..................................... . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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dall her aid Second Section 
Easter Seal child, is droPped 
WINNIPEG (CP)'*:= A others who support the  Not everyone comiected ~memorable experience, a "It makes the non- 
disabled child will no society, agreed that the with past Manitoba privilege." handicapped aware of our 
longer be used as the former approach "is not programs agrees with the He said he never felt needs. It recognizes our 
symbol of Easter Soal fund- the right thing to do to a preeent group's rationale, exploited, achlevements and what the 
raising campaigns in. handicapl~d child. Kirk Weir, Manitoba's society can accompish'with 
Manitoba because many "Unltenllonally, things Easter Seal child in 1962, "If they drop Timmy or enough funds to train 
people associated with the in the past weren't done as says the chance to be a Tammy~ they will be disabled Children and 
Program believe it does well as they could be," .Timmy or a Tammy is denying handicapped' adulto to step into the 
more harm than good. 
In a decision that has 
annoyed several former 
Tammles and Tlmmles, 
the Manitoba division of 
the Society for Crippled. 
Children and Adults has 
decided to part company 
with similar organizations 
elsewhere in the country 
and drop the Tlmmy. ap- 
proach. 
The decision, which has 
been defended by ~ at least 
one former Tammy who 
says the Timmy concept 
exploits disabled children, 
was made official recently 
by the society's 30-member 
board, including six totally 
disabled people. 
Board spokesman Jim 
Derksen said .a general 
meeting, attended by 
parents, adult disabled and 
Dekkson said in an in- 
terview. 
"No one' is to blame --  
what was fight in 1970 isn't 
necessarily right now." 
However, Jack  Sarney, 
~executive director of the 
Canadian Rchabllitatlen 
Council for the Disabled, 
said from Toronto that the 
'cl/lld as a symbol of Easter 
Seals is not b~ing dropped 
nationally. 
"Ontario uses it strongly 
--Manitoba is the only one 
to say no," Samey said. 
"There is a problem 'of 
getting the public to see the 
person and not the 
disability. But we have to 
demonstrate the need of 
the disabled and there 
seems no better way than 
the Timmy or Tummy 
symbol." • 
something no disabled. 
child should be denied. 
Archie Carmichael, who 
headed the Manitoba 
_soc. iety's administration 
for 21 years, also disagrees 
with the current thinking. 
"There is nothing wrong 
with having a child as a 
symbol for a campaign if it 
is used in good taste," 
Cermichael said. "There is 
a lot of opportunity for the 
girl or bey chosen as 
Tummy or Timmy." 
Weir, now in hds 30s and 
the father of three, is a 
victim of the 1953 polio 
epidemic and he's annoyed 
with the s~lety's decision. 
"If I had to do it over, I 
would without hesitation," 
he said, "I feel it was a 
Children an experience that mainstream of life," Weir 
is a niajor.oppartunity, said. 
Treasure house" 
of the world's people 
TERRACE-- If you Hve 
in Terrace and are of 
English origin, there is a 25 
per ceqt chance the family, 
next door comes from 
another part of the world. 
Statistics Canada* shows 
8,760 Terrace res|dents 
c la im Engl ish  as , the i r  
mother tongue, while 2,160 
indicate another f i rs t  
Thursday, May 3. at 7:30 
p.m. in the Sikh Temple on 
McDeek Avenue. The 
meeting is open to all. 
Refreshments will. be 
served. 
Planners hope to open' 
avenues of communication 
between various cultural 
groups in the area, and to 
Parent's love missing 
from. alcoholics' lives. 
HALIFAX -- and 3 a.m. is legally im- lunchtime is seen to be a 
People become alcoholics paired, safe time." 
, because they didn't get the Richman~ a member of RlChman said a 
intimacy they needed from Dalhousle University's California study suggests 
a parent before the age of faculty of medicine, said he that stronger legal 
five, a conference on ad- based his. figures on a penalties against impaired 
diction was told Monday. province-by-province study drivers ere more of a 
Dr. Stab Gitlow, a New which also shows more deterrent than clinical 
York doctor specializing in efforts to cure the problem 
the treatment 
drinking dr~vel's are on the 
roads on saturday, 
"So, Whan/is the best 
am 0 
. . .  for the Best Blooming Garden In Town 
language, assist new arrivals to 
We live, even in merge with the community /0 )  '~  ALASKA f l~  IqiBIUHII $-14 "remote" northernB.C,, in without losing their own 
100% cr0an ic .  a treasure house of the cultural identity. For ~zed.  Voru~e 
globe's people, further information call • . J  ~ooom orout. w~, 
not ~ if used as A fledgling multicuitural Kathy Mueller, at 635-4705 ~eete~. 
group wi], bnld. a meeting Or 638-8131. 
MKI INA i ~'1 VALLEY __ 
FARMERS MARKET 
Featuring fresh fruit 
. and vegetables in season 
" : , plus 
crafts & flea market  
Open May 12 
in the 
A| I IH'  
R'--.-:_E i •. ' J 
STEEl 
BIIIE 
Screened. 
P~e~ 
Weed Free.A great 
oroanlo soll 
condit~er. 
A|Rm " 
LAWN 
nRTILIZEIt 
]244 
Lulh, ~een U~n 
Fer~lzw. 
NP[I  
LAWN .liED 
Developed fo¢ B.C.'s 
Climate. 
=,q-  
of 
alcoholism, said "I00 per 
cent" of the alcoholics he 
has studied were unable to 
identify with the parent of 
the same sex. Gitiow said 
the parent may have been 
sick, away or simply un- 
willing to become close to 
the child. 
He told the Atlantic 
conference ofthe Canadian 
of drinking and driving. 
The Nova Scotia • ' : " a - " ~ A|IIIOO 
time to let your adolescent government has pro~sed ttbrnrv Pnrk,nn Lot w ,,-~/~J= u.a 
have the Car?" he asked, legislation which wo/dd . . . . .  I . . . . . . .  ¢W. i ~ FEIITILIZEII 
"Not On: • Weekends. require anyone convicted c '~ . , , . . . ,  hA .  ~[~r0 , . ,S l , ,~  4-10-|0 
-. i ,,Jr,.,~*. im All Purpose Tuesday and Wednesday twice of impaired driving ' o .a , roa!  7/~|V |  ~ V e g e t a b l e  Food. 
between b~.eakfast and to visit a counsellor. 
[GULF SPRIN S , Addiction Foundption that ,. ' . 
but-f~ose, p~0b lem~c~I t  1"~':-''; . . . . . .  " ': " ; " ' :  " . . . .  .'" "; ,,,:-_t~,*'~. ...... ' "  
include' stupidity, 
• lack Of ASSORTED VEGETABLE nn c 
said.t° fit his ~ng habits, heCheese  mor,iy er lack ofe n l .An  alcoholichis joborWillhis spo~eeVen :~i ~.~~-""  GUARANTEELIFE - IME i! BEDDING& FLOWERINGpLA~S ' 
o, .e  'Shock " name is control," he said. "I had a guy in my office , , ' " who would only drink through a straw in a bottle 
contained in a bag in the , • ' . 
lastrow in the theatre. 
-1He saw a lot of bad 
movies . " "  tl Four" Gltlow said alcohol is in the same category as 
sedative drugs such as I 
valium or ether. Narcotics 
such as morphine or 
marijuana re. in another 
category. 
,"Narcotics withdrawal is
a piece of cake," he said. 
"Alcohol withdrawal 
kills." 
Gitlow added narcotics 
users are usually 'more 
destructive. 
"Narcotics users are 
temporarily rebellious 
youth who, by the time they 
reach age 30, are working 
at a bank, haves  three. 
piece suit and a short 
haircut." ' 
Dr. Alex Richman told 
the conference one out of 
every 10 Canadian drivers 
on the road between I a.m. 
Christian 
singers 
to perform 
The Evangelical Free 
Church of 3302 Skparks St., 
will host the Peace River 
Bible Institute musica l  
group, Jo~,fully His, on 
Wednesday, May 2 at 7:30 
p.m. 
The public is cordially 
invited to this. sharing of 
Christian faith through 
music. 
Joyfully His is one of 
three touring roups at the 
bible institute. Ten men 
and women sing a variety 
of musical numbers. This 
popular and well-received 
group', under the direction 
of Mr. Mel Hamm, enjoys 
travelling and presenting 
their program at churches 
and youth retreats. 
Peace River Bible In- 
stitute is an in- 
terdanominational bible 
college located 12 miles 
north of Grande Prairie 
with accommodation for 
more than 180 students. 
ry Duty 
Absorbers 
Installed For 
SIns to fit most popular North Amerioan oars, 
"SPRING TUNE-UP 
41,B* 66,5" 72,6" 
4 CYL 6 CYL. 8 CYL " 
• ,PaNs and Labour Inoluded 
Air Oonditioned Vehioles *8.00 Extra 
TOTEM GULF SERVlOE 
N & J Service Centre Ltd. 
4711 Lakelse Ave. 63S4515 
Spec ia l i s t s  In a l l  b rake  work  l i censed  mechan ic  on  duty  6 days  a week .  
i . 
.$4 M BARK MULCH Used for decoration of flower beds. 2m. l t lM .  " 
DUTCH YELLOW ONIONS.... ' ............. 89 '  
GARDEN SEEDS -= . ° °  Assorted Flower and Vegetable . . . . . .  
P[AT 
MOSS 
Improves oft by 
adding humus. Long 
lasting active soil 
conditioner, 
Valley PUNT FOOD 
f~6 
All Purpose I~anI 
Food. Apply eady 
spring, mid. 
summer, early fall, 
 s79e 
~ G r m  Vallq 
LAWN FOOD 
104-4 
For lush green lawns. 
apply year round, 
$7 99 
~UING 
SOIL 
Used for trans. 
planting bedding 
plants 
Prkos [~clivo: April 3l-iay 5 Ill Year Friendly, C~m 
Tefface Sabway S~e. 
We Restore the Right to Limit Saks  
to Reta l  Quant i tks.  
GANAOA 8AFEWAV L IMITED 
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tAGAR the . HORRIBLE " byr/Dlck!;Browno., " "~ 
• FOR WEDNESDAY, 
row be? To find out what the 
s ta~~y,  read the forecast 
.~ given for your birth s i~  ' 
ANIMAL CRAKER ~ ' by Roger  Bolien AmES 
(Mar. ~.~ to Apr. 19) ~:~ 
j , , I  ' r ~ -- I I~=~: :~,~.  ., Your social graces are an' 
/ ' "  "/" ~ '~ ~l~h~ -'  ~""  *~"~'~" ~ " " 
SHOE by Jeff MACNolIy 
, E .C' ... TAtOC.,PS . . .  ,ll 
'lil '1 ~ 
i 
! 
• ,,, .... ~ 
BROOM-HILDA " by Russe l l  Myers 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN by .Stan  Lee 
r -~  r~ ~ J "' 
tHAT H/~ I~]h ,~ l_~t  ~'~ .~5~V_~.~, l  ] : 
w/~ ~e PIHi:I.II;./'il~,~M ~~r/Im'a'a'a'a'a'a~]~ 
I 4AORE TI/V~ WITN AUNT J~ :~ i J I~ : . \  ~/,~1 ! ~ ~| ~ ~ - v ~ ~  /~I~TER [ THE 
' " WANTEP I ~ 
your intuition. Don't second- 
guess yourself this evening. 
Be confident. 
(Apr, 20 to May 20) weapons 
Relations with loved ones " 20 Wore awuy 
areaccented now. The joy o f  
parenthood is yours today. 
Plan for soma special eisure 
(May~.l to June ~)  "=" '~ 
Entertaining others is a 
plus. Home-based activities 
are favored. A partner's un- 
predictable behavior takes 
• you off-b~mrd. 
. (June 21to July 22) .. 
Some mi.~-ups in com- 
manicati0ns could occur 
businesswiso, but you're on  
• the same wavelength with a 
' romantic interest. Enjoy 
togetherness. • 
• (July 23 toAug. 22) 
The personal touch brings 
.. you business gains. Entertain 
if you like, but you don't have 
to be so grand. Watch expen- 
ditures. 
(Aug. 23 toSept. 22) 
You'll have luck with any 
creative pursuit. You may be 
fascinated by a person you 
meet oday. A relative may be 
temperamental. 
m~ .n.g'1 (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Subtle methods abet you 
• financially. Low.key activities 
are favored. Catch up on rest 
or enjoy private times with 
loved ones. 
m,, F (0ct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
You're charismatic today 
and. will attract a following. 
You'll stand out at club func- 
tions. Romance too is a likely 
• outcome.. . . . .  . 
SAGrI'FARIUS 
(Nov, 22 toDec. 21) 
Morning hours bring career 
accomplishments. Rest on 
your oars, though, and avoid 
taking business risks later. 
• Connections count. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Make plans for a holiday. 
You may meet with an unfore- 
seen expense after dark. Be 
sure to circulate. You attract. 
romance..  
AQUARIUS • ~ , ~ i  
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) '~=g~'q 
You're right to investigate 
investment options, but be 
conservative. A friend's pro- 
PO~I is downright risky! 
(Feb. 19toMar. 20) 
' Orossn~, sl #= 
32 Trite 
32 Infirm 
Pencil end 
36 - Dan (rock 
group) 
• 3"/Mine yield 
~Seel7 
Across 
39 Press 
42 Evergreen 
tree 
ACROSS 44 Pequod DOWN" 
1 Hit, in a captain 1 Move side- 
way  48 Pokefun ways 
5 Ar~unent at Z Not re- 
9 Allow 49 Use the corded 
1~ Telegram incisors 3 Region 
13 Molten 50 Auction 4 Fictional 
rock 51 King topper lawyer 
14 Mimic 5~ Folding 5 Trousers 
15 State money 8 One of the 
18 Pinnacle 53 Kiln Bears 
17 With 38 54 Thumbs 7 Get even 
Acro~s, a down for 
cowboystar 55 Rubies 8 Assessment 
18 Time period 53 Waiting 9 Unsound 
19 Tin room 10 Great story 
20 Cult call 11 College book 31 
~1 Hairy besst Avg. solut/ou time: 24 min. 35 
20 Obtain 
~. Atomic . 
-]ol= H[OIEJ~ _ . . 
Answer to 
22 
37 
l 
35 
1-21 
esterday's puzzle. 
6 7 1 2 3 
12 
15 
18 
25 26 27 
32 
34 
39 40 41 I 42 43 
!!!ii NI" 
ii!!! t~tli I 
CRYPTOqUIP 1-21 
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I 
I 
.. 20 Granite 
worker 
:~ More'tern- 
potent 
24 One 
of the 
Muses 
Actor 
Vlgoda 
Prohibit 
"--Clear 
Day" 
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cube 
30 Building 
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Turkish 
title 
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work 
36 Pressure 
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nation 
40 Costa-  
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orders 
43 Article 
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40 "Taxi" 
character 
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49 "down 
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Yesterday's Cr~ptequlp -- M GARDENER'S GIFT TO 
DEAR WIFE WAS NEW HOSE. 
• . Today's Cr~ptequJp clue: G equals O. . . . . . . .  
The Cr~tequip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an ap~tropbe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
; .~ . i  
I~ARP 
t,l .~ 
You'll enjoy a special rap- oT~-~'d~) 
port with a lover, but tmex- 
B.C .  by, Johnny  Har t  ~tod business developments "POP5 
could cause a change in social H6KrltCLIFF 
' ~'~' ~ Y ~  AI~Y(::~E YOU BORN TODAY have 
""- " ? leadership qualities and are 
' " ~ - I ~O ~E~; 'AT  ~C)T  , / often attracted to public ser- 
~- .... ~ ~ I ~ I~  ~ ~.  You,re ~y  bored with 
~ ~ .  ~ ~ ' , . ~ J  routine andllkeadventurein .~, ~ ,U0411' ', 
your work. Sports, acting and , t 
brokerage are fields for which 
you have a special ability. A 
- endeavors. Often ~,~'re at- 
tracted to vocations uch as ~ FOR "1~ ' 
c... ,o..c.., ,-  4,so publishing, writing, law and WHO NEAP5 NO INTRODUCTION..// 
., , - OPAYS LINE UP ..... A F~I,LOW 
the ministry. You have a
strong will, 'which is beth an 
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE by Lynn Johnston ~et  and a ltability. Birth date of: Pancbe Gonzales, ten-~ ' v] 
n~pro ;  Jan~esl3a~rLe, writer; HERHAN 
~o~o~.~.  youw I I~o~.~ you~st~l  r . . .~ .~,  ~ust-., . I  and~be~F~ey, a~r. 
, ,  M l - recal l  that 15,000 peopJe wrote to you 
about the "right way" to 
hang toilet paper: I ha¼e 
a similar problem. Can 
• you help? 
the WIZARD of ID by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart What ts the proper " 
• way to put sheeto on a 
bed? Is fl fancy side fat'- 
tom sheet and top sheel 
L I I~  ~LI TO ~ T ! I ~ ;J beth lacing the blanket': ' 
do it In my house, the combinat ion?"  
| I do it sandwich style, A 
I ' . ~ ~ ~  so when t-'open th, I, 
two laney sides. My 
' ' : : slkteMn-iaw says I-am , 
kmrned f rom her mother " " 
who, in her day, had 
nothing but White sheets " Jus t  answer  me yes or no, sir. What do you say? --  JJ 
I nWinmpeg Were  you  or  were  you not , 
Your method make~ the  0n ly  emploYee  who knew ~nse. That'. the way w~ 
. . . . . . . . . . .  i l l l l n  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i/i . . . . . . . .  i INIII nn , , ,  , ....... U 
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We are very encouraged that so many Canadians are .expressing support for the 
• right of First Nations' peoples to govem our own affatrs on our own lands. 
,, We have received many requests for information following our recent newspaper 
statement and the First Ministers' Conference on March 8 and 9. 
i I hope you will find answers to your questiom here. If not, please write me. 
f l~ lS~ "~?',;.i i r  i ,~ " ;aOOt  "~ a~i J~ l i ; edU~ ~[t ' i i ' l l [~  t l  6 i  q~z | r i , l f f ( . " ; .~  q'~',4) 
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What is the distinction between the 
Assembly of First Nations and the 
three aboriginal organizations? 
The Assembly was formedin 119~2lby the 
National Indian Brothei'lio6d .~s the 
national voice for First Nations across 
Canada. ' 
The Inuit Committee o~a National 
Issues represents a distinctive aboriginal 
people who have lived in the Arctic for 
many centuries. 
The Native Council of Canada nd the 
Metis National Council are separate orga- 
nizations representing on-status Indians 
and people of mixed Indian and European 
ancestry. 
How does the Assembly of 
First Nations function? 
The Assembly expresses the belief in 
democracy that has always been a First 
Nations' tradition. The National Chief, 
Dr. David Ahenakew, was elected by 
chiefs of First Nations across Canada. He 
meets regularly with the chiefs to ensure 
that their views are fully expressed. 
What is the First Nations' stand on 
the " issue" of sexual equ~dity? 
Although the problem has been described 
as discrimination against women, sexual 
• equality is not the issue. We have always 
believed in and practiced sexual equality. 
In fact, women have more influence than 
men in some First Nations' societies 
, , , , .  ~,7 .*~;'t  t'~i 0 -o , ;  i1 "j~f[.~¢~?ll3 "W~} hbl l l . : , l . : t  i l . t t ' l l i  " , :G I '3~ 
, " Dr. David Ahenakew, : 
,. i,,," i i i' ~ .~. :. : .~- National Chief~ •Assembly ofFirst Nations 
• r 1 . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  
" tvv ' ;  " "  ¢ i~;  . r ' ,~ .~) i  ~t  . . . . .  i q )  
which are based on the matrilineal tradi- 
tion. The problem of discrimination 
against First Nations' women was created 
by the federal government. 
• The proposed change to eliminate dis- 
crimination would create more problems 
than it solves, as it only addresses one of 
the many and varied problems con- 
fronting First Nations. This is'a complex 
matter involving real issues such as the 
right of individual FirSt Nations to deter- 
mine their own citizenship, the preserva- 
"tion of their cultural identities and the 
• right to exercise self-government. 
What is meant by First Nations' 
self-government? Does it mean 
separating from Canada? 
Definitely not. We fully believe in a strong 
and united Canada. 
But we cannot continue tobe treated as 
if we were third-class citizens in our own 
land. 
As self-government comes into effect, 
we will make the decisions affecting our 
own lives and the future of our children- 
rather than having those decisions 
imposed on us by others who cannot really 
understand our needs. 
Self-g0verning First Nations look 
forward • to  positive and productive 
relationships with the federal go~,ernment 
and those provincial governments'which 
are prepared to work together witk us for 
the benefit o f  Canada and all her people. 
t 
The majority of Camadians ay "YES" to these vital aspects of 
First Nations' SelfoGove|~mment. ' 
The Assembly of First Nations commissioned a Gallup public opinion 
,100% 
83O7o yes 
76% yes 
survey of Canadians throughout the country. 
Hei;e is a summary of the results~., ,?,i~ , 
Should First Natzons con[rol- ~j~,,~. . !: 0% 
• use and, development df~hn~thna~i 'J 
and resour~e 'i~',.."2!! " ; ~ , - -  
the money recewed from the sale of minerals, 
oil and gas on their lands? : 
Self-government means elf-fulfillment. 
So we are very puzzled when some people 
¢Ompare it to apartheid .iwhich denies 
self-fulfillment to native people in South 
Africa. No comparison could be further 
from the truth. 
Fortunately, most' Canadians under- 
stand the logic and justice of First 
Nations' self-government-as indicated by 
the public opinion survey summarized 
below. 
How will self-governing First 
Nations work with the' federal 
and provincial governments? 
We would expect o relate to other levels of 
government as the provincial and federal 
governments now relate to one another. We 
are confident that goodwill on both sides 
can lead to arrangements that will be fair, 
effective and mutually beneficial. 
We are also confident hat political 
ieaders will want to reflect the support 
now being expressed by so many people in 
all parts of Canada. If you. share their 
belief in First Nations' self-government, 
express your wishes to your elected, 
representatives. 
How and when will self-government 
come into effect? 
Theprocess now underway will move 
forward through continuing discussions 
with leaders in other levels ofgovernment. 
The purpose of these discussions is to 
agree on the most reasonable way to 
implement the proposal for self-govern- 
ment put forward this year by an all-party 
committee of the House of Commons. 
Each First Nation will decide the most 
appropriate ime to assume the rights and 
responsibilities ofgoverning its own affairs 
oft its own land. So it will be a gradual 
process over the next several years. 
When will self-government bring 
economic self-sufficiency? 
The rate of progress toward self- 
sufficiency will vary from one First 
Nation to another- depending on their 
economic resources and opportunities. 
It is encouragmg tonote that some First 
Nations are already moving towards 
financial independence. In' addition to 
traditional activities uch as fishing and 
trapping, some First Nations are opera- 
C 
: courts and law enforcement on . 52%'yes 
thdr lands? , , 
ihe education of their peoples? " 76% yes 
, social and child welfare services 
for their peoples? 71% yes 
health care services for their peoples? 69% yes. 
; r l i )~ l? ) | l i~ J I  I * '  p ~t~ ~,t 
ring hotels, transportation services, manu- 
facturing plants and financial institutions. 
When'self-government restores the right 
to make our own decisions, there .will be 
many more opportunities to develop our 
economic potemial. We look forward to 
exploring joint venture opportunities, as 
well as fair and reasonable development 
arrangements for natural resources on 
First Nations' lands. 
How will First Nations' schools 
prepare our children for a more 
fulfdling future? 
We recognize that education isvital to the 
fulfillment of our future as self-governing 
First Nations. 
The very serious drop-out rate will be a 
thing of the past when we exercise our 
right to determine our own curriculum 
development and evaluation• only then 
will our children feel comfortable in 
schools which reflect our own traditions 
and values. 
The educational program will also give 
them the opportunity to prepare for post- 
secondary studies-whether they choose to 
attefid an institution such as the Sas- 
katchewan Indian Federated College, or 
any other university or college. 
In the same way, self-government will 
ensure that health care, child welfare, 
housing and other community services will 
respond fully to our traditions and needs. 
*For More Information Write -• 
Dr. David Ahenakew, 
National Chief, Assembly of First Nations 
222 Queen Street, 5th Floor 
Ottawa KIP 5V9 
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.TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES provides 
assistance with household 
management and dally 
living activities to aged, 
handicapped, con- 
valescents, chronically III, 
etc. 4530 Lekelse Ave. 
;Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P4. 
Phone 635.5135. 
(pod.3Onov) 
TER R~,CE PRO-LIFE 
Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with upholding 
the right to life of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
supporting members 
welcome. Phone Roberto 
635-7749 or Mark at 635-5841. 
(ppd.30June.84.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at 
the Kltl K'Shan staffreem. 
For more Information call 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at 
635.4691. 
(pp~.29june) 
KSAN HOUSE is 
available to women and 
children who have been 
physically or mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
call the HELP line 635. 
6447. (ppd.aprl130.84) 
THE TERRACE Foster FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Parents A ssoclat on meets Soup Kitchen-- We provide 
the fourth Tuesday of each free soup to those In need; 
mbnth " at Northwest this servlee Is provided by 
Community Collage. We are volunteers who are 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk to us please call Boy 
635-3248, • Jacqule 63.5.6727, 
Trean 635-2865. 
(pp3-1une2984) 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7.10pm 638-1362. 
(plXI.Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and loin us, .a family 
orientated group, with 
family and adult activities. 
We are a local support 
group; offering friendship, 
companlonshlp and help. If 
we can to families who are 
only one parent. Come and 
loin us the One Parent 
Fomllle$ Association of 
Canada. For Information 
phone BeD 635.3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 2B$. 
(ppd-131uI84) 
PAR ENT'S-IN.CRISIS A 
self.help group for parents, 
seeklng to change 
destructive patterns of 
child.rearing. Weekly 
meetings. Telephone crisis 
line - 615-5566 or write to 
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. 
(ppda-201une) 
unemployed. Donations of 
food and money are needed 
to maintain this eervlce. 
3312 Sparks Ave. 
10~m .4pro 
638.1604 
.. (ppd2-30mor84) 
TERRACE WOMEN'S- 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop.In centre; support 
servlc~ for women; 
Information; referral; 
lending library; bookstore, 
counselling; support 
groups. : . 
4542 Park Avenue; 
open 12.4 p~m. weekdays 
431-0221 
(ppd.?mo-30MaP84) 
ALANON MEETINGS 
Monday at Mllls Memorlal 
Hospltal, at 8pm Phone 
Isobe1635-9359 orGlorla 635. 
5546. 
(ppd-23mar84) i 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
p.m. In the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there is a movie on 
Alcohol and • Drugs. 
Everyohe welcome. 
(ppd-14may) 
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Pets . ~L1 ProPerty Wanted 
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For Rent Miscelloneous 63 Aircraft 
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CLASSIFIED RATES CLASSl F lED ANNOUNCEMENTS ., 
LOCAL ONLY Notices 6.00' 
20 words Or le l l  12.00 per inSet?ion. Over 20 Bir lhs 6,00 
words S cents per word. 3 or more consecutive. . Engigemenls 6.00 
insertions SI.S0 Per inSe.rtion, ' Marriages 6.00 
Obituortes 6.00 
REFUNDS • " , Cardol  Thanks 6.00 
First insertion chorgld for whether run or not. ' In Memorium ' 6.00 
Absolutely no refunds offer ed hso been set. pver  60 wOrds, $ cents each odditionsl.word• '" 
CORRECTIONS 
Must be mode before second "insertion. 
Allowance con bt  made for only one iricorrect 
ed. 
BOX NUMBERS 
S1.00 pickup.  
12,~0 mailed 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Rates ovliloble, upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATe 
32 cents per agora llne• Min imum charge SS•00 
per insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISING 
37 cents per line. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
$5.00 per tins per month• On o minimum four 
month basis• 
'COMING aV lNTS 
For Non.Profll Orgontzstions. Msximum 5 dOyS 
insertion prior to ovenl for no charge. Must be gS 
words or loss, typed, and submitted to our 01flee., 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
NOOn two doys pri'or to publication day. 
CLASSIFIED 
11:00 o.m. on day previous to day Of ~bl icet ion 
Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER other 
Ib ln  IUS IN|S IE I  WITH AN BSTAELI IHED 
ACCOUNT, 
Streice ch l r | l  o! IS.00 on l i t  N.S.F. chHues.' 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS 
NO charge provided nlws sobmltted within one 
month. 
Boa SW, Torrice, S`C, • NO~i OOlivery 
vgo  4114 Phone 6SJ-aNe 
PHONE 63S,6357 -- Classified Advertising 
Deplrtment.  
• SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effective October l ,  leg0 
Single Copy 2~:' 
By Carrier ruth. S3,S0 
By Carrier ye l r  38.00 • 
By Mall  3 mlhS. ~S.00 
By Mail  . 6mlhs, 35,00 
, By Mail  I yr.'5~.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 30.00 ~ 
British Commonweolth ond United States of 
America I yr. 6S.00 
The Herald reserves the right to cJossJty ads 
unclsr approgriate headings and to Set rates 
therefore end to determine page Iocati0n. 
The Herald reserves the rig'ht to revise, edit, 
classify or reject Shy advertisement Grid tO 
retain any answers directed to the Herald BOX 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
paid for the advertisement and box rental• 
• BOX replies on "Ho ld"  instructions not picked Up 
within 10 days Of expiry of on advertisement wi l l  
be destroyed unless mail ing instructions ere . 
received. Thooe answering Box Numbers are 
requesled not to send oriRinals o! bocumel~ts to 
avoid lOSS. Al l  c l l ims  of errors in odverflsements 
must be received by the publisher within 30 clOyS 
after the first publication• 
I1 is agreed by the advertiser requesting space 
that the l iabil ity Of the Herald in the event of 
1allure 1o publish an' sdverllsement or in 1he 
event ol en error  ob~er lng  i,~ lhe odvc rfis~mont 
• ~ l~IOtlShed shall be l imited to the amount paid 
• by the aUvert!ser for only one Incorrent insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space OCcupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no l iabil ity to any'extent greater 
than the Imount  paid for such adverllaing. 
Advertisements must comply wlth the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
idvortislng 1hat discriminates ~geinst any 
person because of his race, religion, SEI~, color, 
f l l t i0 f l l l l ty ,  ancestry or place Of origin, or 
because his age iS between 44 ond 65 years, 
unless the condition is Justified by • bona tide 
E .Iquiroment for the WOrk involved. 
TERRACE dl 
Classified Mail.in Form 
Your Ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  i: ................................. 
I l t l  I I I  I i  i I i I l i l l  I I l l l l l  i l l l l l i l l l l  i l l l l l i l  I I I I  l l l l l l l l l l l l l l t  i l l i l  I l l i  
Name ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ............................... 
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classification . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Send ad along with 
cheque or money order to: 
20 words or less: S2 per day PAl LY HERALD 
$4.50 for three Consecutive days 3010 K,11um St. 
56 for four consecutive days Terr,~c.P, H.C. 
$7.50 for five consecutive days VH('; ?M1 
! Communlt9. ' 
Be/vices 
•UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE -- We 
are • non-government 
agency that provides advice 
and counselling to the 
unemployed. Our services 
are free. If you need help 
with Unemployment 
Insurance problems or 
Human Resources give us a 
call. 
4721 Lazelle, 
Rm.200 
(Back of Tllllcum Theatre) 
635-4631 
(ppd2.30mar84) 
A.A. MEETINGS 
Monday-- 8: 30 p.m,' 
(Closed) 
United Church 
• 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday.-- 8: 30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred Heai-t Church 
4830 Straume 
Wednesday--8i30 p.m. ' 
(Women's Clo~ed) 
Hospltal Psych Unlt 
Thursday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hosplte! Psych Unit 
Friday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Kermnde Friendship Centre 
3313 Kalum " 
• i." o .  
Saturday-~8:30 p.m. 
i tOpe'n). 
Hospital Psych'Unit 
• Sunday--8:130 p.m.. .  
(Men'sClosed) 
• Anglican Church 
' Basement 
4726 Lazelle 
• 24 hrs._~ 638~8195 
• (ppd-311uly841 
TERRACE& 
• . DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
635-3178 
4530 Lakelse Ave. 
,~,.,~ i.~,r~,~,~,~ . ~,: ..... 
:~, .' :;~;', J: ALTERNATrP~.:, ,
EDUCATION 
COMMUNITY 
WORKS 
CONSUMER 
COMPLAINTS OFFICER 
& DEBT 
COUNSELLOR 
635.1256 
MEALS.ON2WHEELS 
. 635-3178 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL & 
DRUG COUNSELLING 
638-8117 "
SKEENA YOUTH 
WORKS INCENTIVE 
PROGRAM (SYWIP) 
• 635.5778 
SPECIAL SERVICES 
TO CHILDREN 
• 635-7087 
TERRACE 
HOMEMAKERS 
635-5135 
TERRACE RECYCLING 
635-7271 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT 
& LIVING SKILLS 
63~7863 
(ppd&aug. 14) 
JUDO CLUBS For •junior 7- 
!14 years, .lu,Jitsu for adult. 
For more Information call 
635-9316 and 635-9556. 
(p3-30may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON. 
SERVATIVE Association of 
Sheens. Information 
Memberships. Phone 638. 
1206. 
IP6-31aug0,1) 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, thinking of an 
abortion?We at Birthright 
would like tl) offer you our 
support and frlendlhlp. 
Free confidential 
pregnancy tests available. 
Tllllcum Building 4721 Suite 
201 Lazelle Ave. Office' 
hours Men. fo Frl. from 9am 
to" 11am Saturday 9am to 
Ipm Phone 635.3907 anytime 
(plxl..iune14) 
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE MS.N4Z A 24hr. line 
for support and Information 
br .victims qf sexual 
assault. Office location: 
No.23238 Kalum Street, 
Open 9.4, Mon-Frl. 
• (Imcr a~rl130.84) 
PLEASE SUPPORT . 
(Y(  apl .al 
INCHES AWAY CLUB T H E T E R R A C E 
meets every Tuesday at Women's Jr. Chamber of 
6:45 p.m. In the Sheens Commerce sponsored by 
Health • Unit. For In-. the Terrace Jaycee s 
formation call Joanna 635. wishes to announce the 
7742'or Kathy 63S-0497. next organizationa ! 
(ppd6:31aug) meeting at 3238 Kalum 
.above  E legance  
~2 Coming . . . .  Fashions. Entrance on 
Ks!urn Ave. Tues. May 
Events Ist  7pm. For ;further 
r inf0rmatl0n contact 
$1.S0 BROWN BAG : Donna -638-8014 after 
SALE. Mills Memorial "6pm. 
Hpspltal Auxiliary Thrift . . . .  !nca.lmay) 
Shop. Saturday, May Sth, NOTICE: To all people 
11am to 4pm. Clothes f()r who have hearing 
the Whole Family. 4544 disabilities. 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. The Terrace Support 
(nc9.4may) Group for the Hearing 
KERMODE PLATE Impaired Would like to 
COLLECTORS .will be ~ Install a hearing 
having a meeting on. asslstance system !n the 
Thursday May3, at8pm, at REM Lee Theatre. We 
Arena Banquet Room, have Information to 
guest speaker is Brian share with you and need 
Bonnelly, . sales rep for your Input. Come to' a 
Walker Usher. For more meeting at: Community 
Information phone Befly Service Building (old 
635.7572,or Lianne638-1410. Forestry Bldg.) on 
(nc-3may) Lakelse, Wed. May 2, 
GYMKHANA May 6,1 7pm. Phone Rose 635- 
registration 11:30 a.m., 9036. 
starts 12 noon, Must be a (nc5-2may) 
Totem Saddle Club ANNUAL MEETING of 
member to participate. 
Spectators welcome. Northwest Development 
Canteen open. Takesplace Education Association,• 
at the Thornhlll Com., Thurs. May 3 7:30 p.m. 
reunify Grounds. Further 
Information 63S.5393. " Street. 
(nc-4may) 
SKEENA JUNIOR 
Secondary School Parent 
Advisory Committee will 
hold It's last meeting for 
this year, Thursday, May 
3rd 1984 at 7:30 p.m. In the 
.Library. ' " 
(nc-3may) 
IMAGES OF RIBBON N 
Blues all native fashion 
how, and dinner will be,; 
Id-(n ¢onlunct!on..wlth.~ 
the Kermode Friendship " 
Society's annual general 
meeting to be held at 3313 
Kalum Street oh 26 May 
1984 starting a t 3pm. 
New members are 
welcome and election for 
the board of directors 
will also be taking place. 
Please phone 635-4906 !or 
further Information. 
(no4may) 
NOTICE Annual "general 
meeting of the Terrace 
Cerebra l  Pa lsy  
Association. The Annual 
General Meeting of the 
Terrace Cerebral Palsy 
Association will he held 
June 5th, 1984 at the 
Ter race  Ch l ld  
Development Centre, 
2510 South Eby Terrace, 
B.C. The purpose of the 
meetlng wll l  be  the 
election of the board of 
directors for the 1984.85 
year and submlsslon of 
the Annual Report. In 
order to exerclse the 
rlght to vote, persons 
must be of legal age as 
defined by the Province 
of British Columbia and 
be a member In good 
standing at least thlrt.y 
days prior t0 the date of 
the Annual General 
,Meeting. A member 
must pay the mem. 
.bershlp fee of $2.00 30 
:days prior to the date of 
,the Annual General 
Meeting for. entitlement 
liD view. 
,FAMILIES" ARE 
FOREVER Open house' 
7:30.9 p.m. May 11, 1984 
at 1744 Kenworth We're a 
'family affair We're the 
Mormans. 
(ncS-lmay) 
THERE WILL BE a 
Carpenters Hall, Sparks 
(nc-3may) 
NATIONAL ARTS 
CENTRE Orchestra 
appears Sat• May 12, 8 
p.m. at REM Lee 
Theatre• Program In- 
cludes Rossini, Mozart, 
Schafer, Mendelssohn. 
Obtain advance tickets 
Carter's Jewellers, 
Sheens Mall $8 student. 
seniors, S10 adults. 
• ' ~ 't 
3,. HotlceB ~ ........ 
NOTICE 
is hereby given that the 
Skeena Federal Liberal 
Riding Association will 
hold a general meeting 
for the purpose of 
electing Delegates and 
Alternate Delegates to 
the National Leadership 
Convention of the Liberal 
Party of Canada to be 
held In Ottawa, June 14. 
17, 1984 as follows: • 
Date: Saturday, May 5, 
1984 
Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Place: Prince. Rupert 
Public Library 
(Audio Visual Room) 
101.6th Ave. West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
ELECT ION OF 
DELEGATES AND 
ALTERNATES 
The Association is an. 
titled to elect 7 Delegates 
and 7 Alternate 
Delegates• In each case 
(delegates and alter- 
nates) 2 of those elected 
must be women and 2. of 
those elected must be 
youths (25 years of age 
or under). 
PRESIDENT 
Rhoda Wlfherly 
1609 Overlook St. 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
vaJ 2C7 
Tel: 624.9043 
SECRETARY 
Anne. Karey 
Box 40 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
VOJ 2A0 . ~. 
Tel: 849-5381 
• (acc11,amay) 
Creative Writing Mini. 
. workshop for adults and ~ l t ~ L ~  
young adults conducted 
by Canadian wrlter~ joan. ~ , : ,  '. 
Weir In the Public "', .; 6 a. + - 
Library on May l  from ,i i  "cancer  
7:30.9pm. Bring personal . . . . . . .  
bealen. " 
manuscripts as Mrs. ' 
Weir will be available to 
comment on them. 
(nc5.1may) 
20th ANNUAL Arts 
Crafts and Hobby Show 
Sat. May 5th lOam-9pm; 
Sun. May 6th 10am-Spm. 
.at Caledonia Secondary 
School. Arts, c ra f ts , -  
food, entertai'nment. 
(no4may) 
'R 
12 Garoge .... 19 Help 
So le  Wonted  , 
i 
GARAGE SALE--Flea ~ A N A G E R - -  
Market .  Thornh l l l  ~tANAGERESS 
Primary School. Sat. squired for card and 
May 5 10am-2pm Raffle ,lit shop. Prefer recent 
draw, door • prizes, etall management 
rummage,' concession, ~xperlence. Send 
bedding plants, bake and resume to: Box 1484 c.c 
T.shlrt :table, crafts. Terrace.Klflmat Dally 
Table rental $10.00 per Herald. P.O. Box 399, 
table. Sell your own "errace, B.C. V8G 4B4. 
wares. For further In- (accS.2may) 
formation contact 635- 
7066, 635.3877. RESIDENTIAL 
(pl0.4may RELIEF COUNSELOR 
Terrace Association for 
• ~ the Mentally Retarded 
14 Builness has Immediate openings 
Petsoncd for two relief counselo r~ 
positions at the Sheens 
Residence. 
TOTAL BUSINESS SER- DUTIES: Duties w i l l  
VICES 24 hr. Answering Include some skill In- 
Service, Typing, Paging, S t r u c t I o n an d 
Photocopying Alarm documentation, 
monitoring. 3238 Kalum St. supervision of up to tour 
Phone 638.8198• mentally handicapped 
(accT-mar-tfn) adults In a residential 
FILTERQUEEN setting, and social. 
Sales& Service vocational counseling off 
Phone a one to one basis or in a 
63.5-7096 small group setting. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
AL TOOVEY Preference will be given 
FURNACE REPAIR ' . fo applicants with Grade 
Phone635.T524 XII education sup. 
(stf) plemented by some 
D.L .G .  PORTER professional training or 
experience in the Human 
CHARTERED AC. Services field. 
COUNTANT, Trustee In Please contact Bill 
bankruptcy, receiver, Tasker, Service Com'. 
l iquidator.  '209.4650 dlnator, at 638.1782 or 
Lazelle, Ave., P.O. Box deliver esume to Sheens 
888, Terrace, B.C. VaG Residence 2818 Sparks 
4R2. 638.0361,: 635.5702. St., Terrace. 
(l~20-28may) (accS.lmay) 
CANADIAN Summer 
15 ~ F()und Resort Employment 
Opportunity Information 
' Approx. 850 potential 
employers listed across 
A FEMALE German Ganada. Detai ls ,  In. i 
Shophard cr~s:puppy,!;, f~o~'Jzl~0~J.¢ ... S~LJ  
10.12 weeks old. Foond stamped envelope to 
near the library, April In ternat iona l  Em. 
24th. Leave • message ployment Service, Box 
for Pat at 638.0228 429, Lumby, B.C. "VOE 
mornings or evenings. 2G0• 
, , . , ~ (nfS.2may) (p20-18may) 
III . . . . . . . .  
16 I STUDENTS University & 
Lost ~ college students. Summer 
' employment opportunity. 
Earn an average of $300. 
WHITE LONG-haired week. Scholarships 
cat with Siamese paints, available up to $3000. 
missing from Copperslde' Opportunity for ad. 
Estates • Very special vancement fo management 
pet. reward. Phone 638. position. For an Interview 
0248 mornings, 635.9272 call collect 564.4664, for 
after 1:30 p.m. Ron Gerard. May 3, 1984 
(p3.2may) from 10am-lpm only• 
(acc2.1,2may) 
19 Help 
REGISTERED 
Wonted NURSE 
With experience In 
MATURE WOMAN TO community er out post 
WORK nights, holidays, nursing, required May 
weekends. Rate SS.00.hr. 15th, 1984 in the Prince 
Apply T~,ln City Meats. Rupert area. 
638-1312. Must be capable of 
'(plO.emay)~ working Independently. 
Some travelling will 
EARN EXTRA MONEY be required. References 
the "Fuller Brush'.' way. essential. 
Call Rebecca Phone 635. Please call or submit 
3328. written resume to: 
(pS-4mayi Pars-Mad Health 
Servlces, Suite 300 - 1,160 
SECRETARY required 6th Ave•, Prince 
for doing general office George, B.C. V2L 3N2. 
duties. Collections a Phone 564.4442. 
must. Apl~ly to: Elec, (acca.4may) 
trolux Canada, 4719 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. • • 1 ~ ~  
(accS.4may) 22 For 
K' ISAN HOUSE Hire 
SOCl ETY requires a co. 
ordlnator for  K'San 
Trans i t ion  House, "A" TICKETED 
Terrace~' B.C. (part-time JOURNEYMAN 
position 20 hours per ELECTRICIAN 
week). Salary: $9.75.hr. No lobs to small, all jobs 
The co.ordlnator Is considered. Vert 
responslbla for staff reasonable rates. Phonl 
supervision, c ounceJllng 6311.1762. rosldqmts, community 
lisbon and othe~ related i ; (p2O-2ma, 
admlnl;tratJ~a,.! duties. . . . .  
For more Inf~;matlon I 
please Call 635-6447. . .. ; 
Please forward a l l  
resumes, no later than Sefvlcel 
May 4th, 1984, to: K'San 
House Seclefy, O0 2506 
Kerr Street, Terrace, FREE 128 Career Guide 
B.C. VaG 2K3. ' shows you how to train at 
(accS.4may) home for 205 top paylng full 
P.,, , . . ,  part time jobs. 
UNEMPLOYED ;;:n;~;:-nsT!tute (Dept, I. 
Teacher, cert i f ied In --, ,uo~--west Georgia 
Street N0.2002 Vancouver. 
B.C.? Phone 635.4659, Call ((~)4)688.~g3 today. 
3:30.4:30. 
(accg. (plO-9may) 1,7,8,14,15,21,22,28,29may) 
d ~ 
• O.  . . ,  ' ;~ 1 . -. '~. The Herlld, Tuesday, May 1, 1984, Page ~3 
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kids. Classes starts'May CRACKEDt ,Low rents. Close' to town 1200 sq. ft. on main, 1000 INCOME 
28th and 29th. i:ogo, Cyl inder heads," ~nd shapplng. Phone 635. upstairS: In loft, One.third --Excellent earnings, Chrysler Cordova, 
s e r v I c i n g a n d auto., PS, PB, AM.FM 
restecklng retail store 
beg!nner, Intermqdlate, castings or block 6155 days, 338,1533 to 635- acre scenic r lvei- view lot. 
adyanced ~ and graphics, repairs. Contact us first 90110 evenings, $69#000. 635-4868 or 638.0678 ~ 
C0~rses. Aye!labia ~:00  for the best quality and ' (acc.sept'2.tfn) Pholle-after lpm .to.vlev :~ 
per class. Call Al's Com. least price. Exchange 
purer Services635.3630. stock aveliable. TRI. . . :.(p11.lSmal 
. (nc10-14may) PAR, Prince George, WOODGREEN 1 " 
B.C. si2.7sn. APARTMENTS.- 1, 2 and 3 WANT PRIVACY with a 
_30,?Furniture & (ecc-tui bedroom apartments, view? We'vegof It, with 
Downtown locality, a 1344 sq. ft. home on •4.6 
• 4 - -3  Complete with dlshwes.her, ai:re treed lot. Many 
• Rppll~hce8 fireplace, frldge, stove and special features. $99,500. . , For Rent drapes. Undercover 
accounts. 
- -Excit ing produci 
lines . . . .  
--Training. provided 
--Investment requlr~l, 
SW9S secured. 
---Male or female. 
112-58,5.3727. 
stereO, Good condition, 
Phone Terry at 632-6191 
between 9am & 4pm. 
(acc10-11may) 
VEHICLE 
TRANSFERS, Sales 
" Tax, ICBC Autoplan. 
For all your Insurance 
NORTHWEST 
co....,. 
COLLEGE 
nndustrial First Aid Course 
635-5088. (pd-3may) needs, Wl ghtman & 
m, misc. .parking. Security entrance. .-' Smith Insurance, 3227 
2 DEEP-FREEZERS Phone63S.9317.. (pS-l?ay) . '" Kalum Street, Terrace Tues. ,  Wed., & Thurs .  evenings 
S250 each, washer & (accsept121fn) . . . .  BUSl I~ESS FOg 63s.6.~:1. " beginning May 15, 1984 each class 7- 
dryer$300:#r. $17.5 each, HALL FOR RENT-- " ' FOR SALE BY I SALE-- Establlshe© tacctues.mar27.84) 10p.m.  Room 215 Admin is t ra t ion  
BUILDER 3 bedrooml Janitorial business . Building. dinette setM00, 2 beds Ukranian Catholic Hall. 3 BEDROOM basement home Full dayllghtl presently grossing 1979CHEV IMPALA 2 door ' .  
63S.S679 ~ each, for moreT'V"$7S' Callln. Avenue.L°cated T rrace.at 4636•KitchenWelsh suite. Frldge and stove, basement with brlckJ $100,000 annually.i hard.top, PS,PB; 350 cu. Fee: $175.00,:includlng Text, Syllabus 
formation, facilities .available. No 'full carpet. :Close to fireplace. Locati0n: I Financial statements! In.dbbl, auto.,Btracktape, 
• -no rust, new engine and • ' .  (pd-lmay) catering. For bookings or school end fown. Nopets; 4730 McConnell PhoneJ available. Operations Int Bb _ .. and Exam. 
• more Information plnone Phone 635-3701 after 635-5628. : / I nc lude  vend i - - I  pa I . S1400 OBO. Cann 
 31, .-u 635.3216. " ~.~i27or638.8329. Spm. . " (pl0"9may.)n machlnes.. Reply to BoX (pS T/may) 
" (,cc.tus:,tfn). (pS-2may) ,, , . . . .  11485 c-o Terrace.J " JJ RESIDENTIAL LOT SALES U' Pet= FOR RENT Kltlmat Dally Herald, I , . 
H ~,, , 3222 Munro .S t reet .  For 48 Homes 52 Property / ;  V8G 4B4 " "J Trucks & 
REGISTERED GER-  Information re rentals f t HALI.IWELL AVe. 
phone 635.2794 or 635.3995 . . . .  for Rent " of SGIe  : " (p20.2~may) VGns  " 
MAN SHEPHERDS, (ecc.tuesMrl.tfo). . . . . .  
puppies ava i lab le  
shortly. Males and FOR RENT-- Cement 4 : BEDROO" h FOR SALE- SIxacres0f ~ MUST SELL-- 1980F()rd 
females, with papers; forms. Call 638.1396. . . . . .  M _ ou.s.e, land. : Creek runnln; 56  . F150 4x4, 6 cyl., short 
triage, stove, a.na ~sn- through the middle. The motorc ,Qc lo l  box, new tires, canopy, shots etc. $300. Also two (stfn) weaner. ~.urtalns sBuu fronts e is cl . . . . .  
males available for stud " g =,-r=u. ' roof rack ,  excellent '~ 
'service, black & tan or _n, ~e:ntllll plus . .damage Asking $40,000. Call 63S.. condition, 28,000 ml. sable. For more In. 47 Suites pes~. AVallaole ,May 7585 
formation call 635.3826 or 1st. C811.•635.5679 for " ' (-10 9me- ) 1979 SUZUKI 400 GS, 8000 Asking $7,200. •Phone 638; 
, for Rent km Excel lent condition. 1919. • (pl0.gmay) o _  more fro on ' " - - e r  II 
(pS-3may) .. (pd-lmayl APPROXIMATELY r 6pm. " 1982. DATSUN KING cab 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM =re ==-,Y ,~,,, ,_, , ,  acre parcel cUy water, (pd.dmay) 4x4 Excellent condition, 
~.-- " Apts. Good rates. Call h'o"u"e""2'7;--e" . . . . . . . . . .  treed on  Ha l I Iwe l l  • low mileage, two tone, S 33 For Sale* manager any time "for s $ p r month. " ~ speed, reasonable trades . 
appalntmenttovlew. Phone Phone 638.1986. $46,000. Phone 638.1403. ~-  , - accepted. Phone 635.4246. * '  
mlscel lc~neous m.~7.  (acc.tfn) ' " (p20-1may) Hutomobllea (pa.2may) 
TENT TRAILER - s0ft top KI~YSTONE J heat and hot " water. ,~4  Business ' ' 1976 FORD E150 Van $1800. ' " 
S3OO aluminum cased APARTMENTS I Fireplace, 2 bedrooms up, ": ' O, , , -~-. , t , ,  1977 TOYOTA Corola 1972 Ford Torlno S.W. $6.50. 
windows 1.3V='x10' $75. 1- UNDERNEW I l down. Carpets, newrange . --,"1"'*-%'1 Llflback. 5 speed. No 1976 Courier PU $650. 
5'xi0' $100. Phone 638.1037. MANAGEMENT I and frldge. No pets. $450 rust. Phone 635.4246. Phone 638.1037. , s ve ' 
• (pl.lmay) 1, 2, and 3 bedroom I month. Forappolntmentt0 j . • ' (pS-lmay) (pl.lmay) 
suites available' ' view call 63S'2"~" evenings 'FOR RENT-- 5'000 sq" I I IJ PRICES : LOT 3 " $18'200" H 
FOR SALE-- I Kerosene ~aclous & clean, n Jl ~ 5 Sl9.200. JJ 
heater. Like new. Paid' Extras include: Heat, I only. . Jft. retail store. LocatedJ 
(pl0 14may) hot water, ~,aundry I " Icorner of Lakelse "1 HIJl i l IK[B APAR111 S ii 1, s ,s . ,  it 
$200. Asking $10o. Phone facllltl(~e, storage locker: [ DELUXE MAUl • CONDO [Emerson . best show i I "  493&38 Davb Ave. I ,CONTACT ,3 Sl9.450. H 
635-4553. & parking. Rltsrences I for rent, at the Whaler In nwindows In town - forl I I  DISTRICT OF TERRACE - II 
(ncS.4may) rmlulr.edaaFetFob, t.114., Kaanapal,. Best location on. ' , . r 'h . r  ,nfnrm. i TAKINn APPLICATIoNs AIA IN  I 
i HAWKESEAFOODS / Plea, ph~pe 635-5224. I beech. - "  Write" Mr. '-~'on; . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ti°nl L (-ecc25!nan'tf~n) I McCarthy.-1981 W. .  Ave. I p • 635-5333 during| ~; 
ISpeclallzlng In freshJ (604)736.0653 days, I (accd-april.ffn)l I 2bedroom.13S0&up ' I ~'  " . '  ~ ::" Jprawns. Inseason cod, I LARGE 1 BEDROOM Vancouver V6M 2Ee or call ibusinesshours. ' I  I Refereneserequbed I 
I I bedroom - l~  & up ' I Ioctopus, snails, llveJ apartment situated In (604)261.6512 eves. I • I 
[crab, halibut and ! Thornhll,. $250 per . (stff.tues.tfo) . ' " " "  I~rld~e&st°ye  ra a&cerpetn ' B .C .  PARKS 
,shrimp. 1.8 Bobslen, moothplusutllltles. Also FOR RENT--3bedroom ~ l"-st°ragero°m&pdvateparkln' . "Ieandryte©llltlen,• on ev ry floor , nu,nRBATnn N , 
ICr as. , . . . . . . . . . . . .  I. need roommate for upper duplex, 1100sq. ft. I F ; .~ ; , : : . : : ; /~ J  I--epaclous, qulet&eleansul~slnexeellentloceUou . "  I f l l l~ . ,y  IV  
is, , ,: ,., (p~;~_m~)J! sh~m~home;~Phone~S~ l~ Id~m~In~ m ~ .  ;~:.'.,~-,:~JI;, I--ooty;Sfiil.ii:~i'h~mSkeeaq~llbycarorb~_.,~,. I 
231.~ ~'~ :"~""~' ~ "~ ~'" - . . . . . .  ; ...... :~,' ~,~ cluded. Carport. One r';~'.'~ ...~." "~-~,"_'-~-"!- °1 --dese~te,~bouIs & recreaW~ ground . . . .  I 
38 Wasted' " (pS:dmay) block fr(;m West End --~ecurltysystem. " I ManY of theProvinclal parks in the 
Store. Available June 1st i~ .  p~- ;,,,-;,-,,.";~1 Come for a view- You'll enjoy your reMdence, i Terrace area are now open. Check i 
mlscollaneouB ONE BEDROOM & adS0 per month plus 1~)~-:,77~:-': . . . . .  i Phonemanaaeranytlme I below for their current status. ..' 
bache lor  suites,  clepeslt. No pets. Phone n . . . . . .  ""'.,m.~..,,,~ I : i~- 
Available Immediately. 63S-2643. " . . . . . . . .  " .  m - ~  I K leanzaCreek campground '" Fridge&!steve i~cluded. (ncS.lmay) ~:i 
WANTED Sauna & recreation ,"r': ,. Kitsumkalum. - -  Is .: Good used •guns, 
furniture end 
appllmces. 
SPOT CASH or 
consignment. 
We buy good used 
cas~efle tapes. 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum 
638-1613 
(acc14f-ffn-tuesonly) 
WANTED-- Caring 
home for 14 year old, 
mixed , 1/4.Tenpesse 
Walker gelding. Tack 
included. Owner away at 
College. Call 638.8347. 
(pS.4may) 
:39 m'Brine 
FOR SALE---: 33 ft. 
riverboat, flbreglass 
over plywood and 
polyehylene bottom, 
front steering.. 80HP 
Mercury motor, tandem 
trailer end some extr.es. 
Must be seen to be ap. 
preclated. Phone 635- 
2748. 
(pS-3may) 
SAILBOAT for sole- 14 ft. 
Hoble Cat complete with 
trailer. Double panelled 
sells, colored orange and 
harve;t gold. Orange 
trampollne. Excellent 
condltl0n. Asklng $3200. 
OBO. Call after 6pro. 
(Sm!thors) e4740sl. 
(p20,~may) 
FOR SALE-- 
cruiser. Mechanlc&ily 
good. Rebuilt leg. 
Bulkhead sounder, tabs. 
Stereo. $10,000. Phone 
635.4388. 
(pl.lmay) 
EXCELLENT 20' 
RIVERBOAT with 50HP 
Mercury also heavy duty 
h'alleu'. Life leckets etc. 
$|,~0 firs1. Phone 635. 
3873. 
(p3.2may) 
room. 635.11923 or 635. THREE BEDROOM 
5189to view. town houses close to 
i' (p20-23mayC shopping centres and 
"'" schools. Phone Terrace 
n Manor 638-8417. 
(p20.21may) TETRAULT 
PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
Frldgo, stove, drapes, 
carpeting off street 
perk ing, '  secur i ty  
systev~. 
Rents shirt Bt 
$m 
Phone manager  
anytime. 
638-8245 
MANORVILLA 
APARTMENTS 
Starting at S29S 
Carpeting, Appliances, 
Drapes, Laundry, 
Parking, Security. 
PHON E IklS-~l&l 
(ecc.ffn.tues&frl) 
Now Managemeet 
offtrs 
Reduced Rates . 
atthe 
MANORVILLA 
APA RTMENTS 
Startlngat 
S291.00 
These apartments on 
Kenney & Ager offer: 
--w.w carpeting 
--2 appliances ~;~ 
.-.drapes. ,. .,.,. 
--I~undry facilities on 
OW~/floor""' * ' 
"~l~lenty of~rklr~g 
--security system 
FOR MaR E 
IN FORMATION 
PLEASE PHONE 
63S.~m 
(nil nov.gg.83) 
1 BEDROOM furnished 
unit In Thornhlll $235 per 
month. Phone 635-4453. 
i i 
SO Homes 
for Sale 
TWO BEDROOM starter 
home .located In the 
Horseshoe area, with 
developed, larvae treed 
lot. To view phone 635. 
.5635 after 6pro. 
(pS.lmay) 
3 BEDROOM mobile home 
on one.third acre near 
Copper Mountain School. 
Fenced and in lawn 3857 
Dabble. Phone 638.1023 
( nc3-17apr ) tuesonly') 
5 BEDROOM home on i/2 
acre on Skeena St., 2 
fireplaces, garde n area, 
barn, sauna, asking 
$9S,000. Phone 635.2485 
after 5 .  
(p5,1may) 
GOOD STARTER 
HOME 2 years old. 
Partially finished on =/4 
acre. 3 large bedrooms 
on 1750 sq. ft. malh floor. 
Natural gas fired ~ hot 
water heating system. 
Room for two bedrooms 
upstairs. Can be viewed 
at 3882 Mountvlew or  
phone 635.5172. 
(p20.gmay) 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM 
apt. In Thornhlll. Self. NEWLY BUILT 1500 sq. 
contained. Frldge and ft. log house in 
stove, ideal for single or RoSEwood. Located on 10 
couple. Phone 63S.3166. acres. 1-2 acres cleared. 
Vlewet3727 River Drive. S38,000. Phone 63S.4600. 
(p3-1may) (pS-2may) 
55 Business 
Opportunlt 9 * 
DEALERSHIP  
OPPORTUNITY 
A Dlstrlbuter o f  fine 
quality gift-souvenir 
towels Is Interested In 
establishing a dealer. 
ship In your area. 
This Is an excellent 
opportunity for persons 
who want to operate 
from their home, 
building up a profitable 
business. 
Small Investment 
required. 
Write: First B.C 
Towel Co. 
Box 2070, Stn. A 
Kamloops, B.C: V2B 
7K6.. 
(accS-dmay) 
Termina l :  Express 
PICK UP & DELIVERY 
638-8195 
Radio Message Answering Service 
For Pager Ha.31 
"BUSINESS ROAD RUNNER 
SERVICE TO 
TERRACE-THORNHILL- 
REMO-AIRPORT 
E.A. GARNER LTD. 
Terrace Bus Terminal 635-3680 
I 
aea.-..t J-B.,, /,,,l., , . . . ,  
J ...t.., , . . . . t  r ,~,t.., . ,d . . t  . . . . . . .  
~em.  mmnaf.r  ear l /me 
m.n4S I . 
Purdhomme Lake open. 
Lakelse Lake - -  day use 
Exchamsiks River is open. 
Diana Lake - -  day use closed 
until May 7th. 
Lakelse Lake - -  campground closed 
until May 7th. 
Ministry of Lands, __  |~ 
~arKs and Housing __~ 
Honourab~e Anthony J Brumrnet. Man,ster p , .  
• !i 
One bedroom at $325" me. 
Two bedroom at 8360" me. 
--Attractive, spacious, extra storage room 
--Beautiful appliances, tiled showers 
--Lovely cupboards, double s.s, sinks 
--Large balconies with screened patio doors 
--Lots of parking, recreation court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
' .  - -Drapery co-ordinated to w--w carpets 
--Walking distance to down town 
- -Fami ly oriented- close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
car  wash, all in area 
-$M.N move in allowance for April 1-30 
Professionally Managed 
t 
I= 
I:  
I.: 
by trained staff who respect 
I and care for our tenants l i 
Telephone: 635-5968 |i  
Property Stewards Western Ltd. IIi 
i 
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Forei9n Shorts Researchers study/ skin i Cancer vaccine 
• " ' . ' . . . . .  " ' ' "  • " ' :;" i:'i~':;D:";.~'i'!.M:L; '` ',:~ :"' .:' " Ci lc.Hesald 
• KANSAS CITY Mo (AP) Two Onco logy . . .  . . . .  ; . . .  ChariesDahle: ~, a spokesman ,for the andtheJohnWayneC_uncerbei~lgnlfieant, 
. . . .  .~ .~. ,  ,~.',,.,. : . . . . . .  , ,~.  . . . .  ,. "Next to early aeceeuon ano successtm • American Caner ~.,=~,. ' . . . . .  ' * their rozearcn ap~,~o ~_ . . . .  a;.,= ,,-tit 
• ,~-~,,~,,..r~o at ..= umvc=aai.y ui m=UC~UUL,- . .  . . . . .  , _~ - • . . . . .  ,k. - - . . ,  I--~.~,.'.. . -- • ' - - ' - - "a"  . k..i ko .,,..,ld nnt endorse mc x.=--,.- -  
l~nng J IR  (~ l fu  anu  ( .kas l ,  kn l ,~  r ln t ,a tn~u~l  n l~ l | lUVa l  U I  ~li LULI I IU I - !  ~ l l© a l lVO l  Ui l l~ l t~a i t  vo |ene l  r~. a I11rOIP.,aSQP nf m~=r] io inR  gna  uu~,  .~ .  , , .u . . . . .  . 
new treatment for "black mole cancer" of factor in cancer treatment is prevention of biology at the school of medicine, said he has read the stuoy comment 
the skin that has improved the survival recurrence," said Humphrey, a nlinlcal about 25 por cent of all melanoma patients Other doctors declined to 
LONDON (AP) m Hrita!n had its sunniest April in 
more than half a century, beaches were bustling, 
and ice Cream companies scooped up early profits 
as summer put in an early appearance across 
northwestern Europe. 
Weather offices in London, Paris and Stockholm 
reported record periods of sunshine during the last 
two weeks of April as a high-preesure zone hovered 
over the North Sea between Britain and Denmark. 
But while summer was evident in northwestern 
Europe, winter held its grip In the southeast. In 
Italy, temperatures have been lower than normal in 
April with higher than average rainfall. Greece 
recorded its ooldest and wettest April in 10 years, 
while Yugoslavia suffered its coldest April in 20 
years. 
SANTIAGO (AP) - -  A mountain patrol found the 
frozen bodies of South African geologist Louis 
Murray and his pilot inside their helicopter two 
weeks after it crash landed on the side of a 6,879-' 
metre volcano, the Chilean .air force reports.. 
Victor Heinrich, commander of air force rescue 
operations in northern Chile's Ataeama Region, 
said Monday the six-man patrol was unable to 
recover the bodies from the 'side of the Ojos del 
Salado volcano without more men and equipment. 
Murray, 57, deputy technical director of the 
Johannesburg-based.Angio American Corp. and his 
pilot, Chilean air force veteran Ceaar Tejos, 
disappeared April 14 during an inspection tour of 
gold and silver prospecting sites near the Argentine 
border, 800 kilometree north of Santiago. 
BRHT, Iowa (AP) --'Charles (Mountain Dew) 
Troxel, named re ign ing  king of the hobos at the 
National Hobo Festival ast August, was buried 
Monday, a short distance from a railway track and 
near fellow hobo king called the Hard Rock Kid. 
He made "other men homesick for freedom," 
said Todd Waters of Minneapolis, who rode the rails 
with Mountain Dew and befriended him during bis 
long battle with cancer. 
Mountain Dew, 61, died Wednesday at a Min- 
neapalis veterans hospital. 
A new king will be elected in August during the 
annual festival. 
"59 mobile Looked 
Homes 
2 BEDROOM mobile 
home for rent. Located In 
.Terrace. Reasonable 
rent. Phone 627.7171. 
(pS.2may) t 
;, 
FOR SALE-- 1972 12'x68; 
~J bedroom mobile home. 
storage sheds. Fenced 
yard. Set-up and skirted 
In Terrace trailer court. 
~:  ~llances negotiable. 
king $18,900. Open to 
bffers. 63s.3705(pB.2may) 
i979 14'X70' MANCO 
~eluxe, 2 bedroom, 
~lreplace, 3 appllanc.es, 
carpeted 8'x12' Insulated 
and wired joey shack. 
~'x8' storage shed. 
, sklnglng $29,000. Phone 
63S-2691. (pl0.1may) 
~ OR SALE-- 12x60 2 
edroom tra i ler  very  
i ood condition, 4 ap- liancesend drapes, set 
~p in quiet trailer park. 
~sking $14,500. Phone 
~38-1040. 
I (p2.24, Imay) 
! 
kNIGH~ ~Om'E .O~E, 
~arge I bedroom, skirted, 
@Ith [oey shack, furnished. 
~I0,500. Phone 6354239. 
: (p10-14may) 
1976 12"x68' 3 bedroom 
~noblle home. Set up In 
Terrace Trailer Court. 
~)~xl0' addition, S ap- 
I>liances, good condition. 
~sklng $17,000. Phone 
~3S-1307 after 5pm. 
(pl0-4may) 
~OR SALE- -  12x65 Vi l la 
~lsta. 3 bedroom with 
joey shack. Washer, 
dryer, frldge, stove, 
dishwasher and micro- 
~vave built-In. Phone 638. 
8364 asking $19,000.. 
:~ (p20.1Smay) 
8;x12; JOEY  SNACK,  
I nsu la ted ,  w i red ,  
eavestrough, two doors, 
windows. Asking $700. 
P.hone 635-2691. 
~ (p10-11may) 
I~x60 PARAMOUNT 2 
~droom. Large riving 
room. Stave, Frldge, 
D~rapes. $12,500. Phone 
~-7~0.  
i (p4.24apr tuesonly) 
i, 
6ORecrec~tioncd 
i .Vehiclee 
1972 CHEV BUS Ideal for 
motor home. Rebuilt 
(~ustom paint. Seats 
Included. Must be seen, 
/~klng $3,900 Phone 635- 
~73. 
i (p3-2may) 
I~11 . 0V20 ft. SKYLARK 
Hbllday trailer with o r  
Without 8x2,1 ioey shack 
(like new). 
1~' Skylark Holiday trailer 
cbmes with toilet etc. 
.F~hone 635.3993 after .5pm. 
" (pS.7may) 
rate for patients. : 
Dr. Loron Humphrey and Jerry Volenee, 
who have been studying the disease called 
melanoma for 10 years, say they have 
developed a vaccine that might prevent 
recurrence oi the cancer after tumor 
removal. Their findings are to be 
published in The Journal of Surgical 
Rural doctors trained 
at foreign schools 
profesgor of ,surgery at the university's die within five,years if the cancer spreads without reading the r~port. However, they 
School of Medicine. "Our studies how.that after the first ~naiignant tumor has been agreed that if the findings are true it would 
with the vaceine the patient has another removed, be a significant breakthrough. 
chance." . Some cautioned, however, that the 
About 18,000 cases of melanoma, called " researchers should have used a control 
black mole cancer because it appears as VACCINE USED ' 
dark, often raised, moles on the skin, are The two researchers said they have used grouPthem were to helPDr.VerifYDuponttheirGuerry,findingS'memcmAn~°ng 
reported in the United States each year. their vaccine on more. than 110 post- director of the lesion clinic at the 
surgery melanoma patients since 1977.. University of Penusvlania,. nd Dr. Arthur, s 
About 5,500 people die of it each year, said The survival rate after five years was 90 Rhodes, chief of dermatology atChildren 
par cent for those patients whose cancer Hospital in Boston. 
had not sproed and68 per cent for those Volenec said Monday that "no control of 
patients whose cancer did spread, any kind" was used. "That's obviously a 
"If they are showing 90 par cent.of the big problem." 
patients as disease-free after five years, it Volenec said surgery now is the only 
is very good," said Dr. Pdsshab Gupta, an accepted treatment for melanoma 
associate professor of surgical oncology because it is resistant to radiation and 
(tumor study) at both the University of chemotherapy, the generally accepted 
like 
the Mafia 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) 
- -  It had all the earmarks 
of a major bust--  dozens of 
guns and thousands of 
' WINNIPEG (CP) --  
When a rural Manitoba 
resident needs medical 
help, the odds are it will 
come from a doctor who 
was trained outside 
Canada. 
A provincial c~mmittoe 
on medical manpower says 
British and other foreign 
medical schools provide 
most of the doctors in 
stun,l-town Manitoba. 
The 'committee's latest 
annual report says most 
graduates of Canadian 
medical schools .who go to 
work in Manitoba insist, on 
living in Winnipeg. 
As a result, foreign- 
trained doctors, most of 
them British, account for 
more • than half the 
physicians practising in 
rural Mahitoba. 
In Brandon, Manitoba's 
second-largest ci y, 57 par 
cent of the doctors are from 
foreign medical schools. In 
Winnipeg 31.S par cent of 
the doctors are  foreign- 
trained. 
So far, efforts to lure 
young Canadian-trained 
doctors to rural areas, 
through special tax breaks 
and other plans, have not 
had much success. 
One program offers 
either an income tax-free 
grant or a guaranteed 
Dr. George Johson, British medical graduates. 
chairman of the medical .Now they, mu~t write 
manpower committee, •qualifying exams before 
says young graduates will coming to Canada,' 
• be forced to turn to the although some exceptions 
rural Manitoba in the have been made to the new 
future, because there won't rule. 
be any openings in Win- Johnson said Britain has 
nipag, about 2,000 unemployed 
"We keep saying to our doctors. He . expects 
kids, 'Look rural, buddy,'.- British.trained physicians 
because at some point 
there isn't going to be the 
jobs out there," he said in 
an interview. 
Manitoba ranks fourth in 
the number of doctors per 
capita, bebind Ontario, 
Quebec and British- 
Columbia. Manitoba has a 
doctor for every 510 per- 
sons. The national average 
is one per 522, the report 
said. 
But Johnson said 
Manitoba has a chronic 
shortage of certain medical 
professionals, such as 
radiologists, psychiatrists 
and opthamologists. The 
shortages are particularly 
acute in rural com- 
munities. 
The report said in 1983, 
there were 1,424 doctors 
practising in Winnipeg, 
which bus about wo-thirds 
of Manitoba's population. 
There were 94 physicians in
Brandon and only 325 in 
• rural Manitoba. The 
will still take up the slack 
in rural Manitoba. 
Dr. Dan Snidnl, associate 
dean of the University of 
Manitoba medical school, 
said the school may trim its 
,enrolment by five places 
this fall, 
California.Los Angeles School of Medicine methods of treating cancer. 
T INANTI  
IN IURANCE 
Wightman & Smith e 
W[~S Insurance Agencies Ltd. 
3227 KALUM STR E ET  635.6361 
business 
Your advertising space 
for only 
s65 per montlh 
', in our doily 
Business Directory 
rounds of ammunition annual income to a doctor figures exclude hospital 
stashed in the back of a willing to set up a rural resident doctors and in. 
Western wear store - -  but. practice. But last year, the terns. 
it turned out to be just a program did not attract'a Last summer, Manitoba 
tourist rap 'for travpllers single applieatian, ended a special status for 
from Japan. 
r 
le Environment Canada Environnement Canada 
Fisheries and Marine Pechos et Mar 
FISH|RiES 
"We thought we'd really 
gotten into something big," 
said Ueut, Charles 
Heenkch, "We thought it 
was the Japanese Mafia." 
More than two dozen 
guns, including a military- 
style AR-1S, and several 
thousand bullets and shells 
were found when police 
entered the back of Taro 
Kishi's Western wear store 
Sunday, police said, 
It turned out the store 
• catered to Japanese 
tourists who have a fond- 
hess for the Old West, 
taking them to a rifle range 
where they could fire the 
guns. 
"They got their pieture to 
take back to Japan," 
Hoenlsch said. "You can't 
own guns in Japan. I'm 
sure they charged a hand- 
some fee. You just strap on 
a couple of six-shooters and 
fire away." 
It turned ont about 5O 
Japanese a month paid 
each to experience the 
range, authorities said. 
Kishi was released on $2, 
500 bail after being booked 
for investigation of 
possessing an illegal 
weapon, police said. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
PURSUANT TO THE FISHERIES ACT, R.S.C., 
1970, AS AMENDED, AND PURSUANT TO THE 
POWERS VESTED IN THE UNDERSIGNED 
BY  THE BRITISH COLUMBIA SPORT 
FISHING REGULATIONS MADE 
THEREUNDER, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
THAT: 
E.ffecflve April 15th, 1984 and until December 
31s.t, 1984 thedally quota of chinook salmon more 
than 50 cm in overall length by sport fishing in 
the Skeena River and its watershed is hereby 
varied to one (1): 
SIGNED: 
John Hlpp 
Fishery Officer 
RUP.12 
Notes: 
1. This applies to the non.tidal portions of the 
above mentioned waters only. 
2.' The possession limit, except for at the 
fisherman's permanent residence, Is twice the 
dally quota. This means the poszesslon limit for 
chinook salmon more than 50 cm In overall 
length IS two (2). 
PLACE: Terrace, British Columbia 
DATE: April lS, 1984 
NOW AVAILABLE IN 
TlnACl: 
R 
Rent the ' B~ a ® -, 
ug uocior  
" -~ '  ' S: ~am~;c~/irlp;d I 
.......... " ! the Vibrating 
Rug Doctor has ,ha bell o! both in its 3 W~.Cleaniltg Action 
"" I , % BRUSH. Agitator . 
a Pi~ I 0verwatea I 
, r ,,. ) , I 
ABLE ELECTRIC 
ELEC111iC & RERliGERATioN 
COMTRA~0R 
.CALL 6,t5;5876. 
iMIRGENCY NO..635 9d~3 
NEW 
MOBILE HOMES 
on display In Pine Park 
set up, skirted, ready for occupancy 
Energy Efficient & Affordebln 
3889 Mu l le r  Ave.  ¢15.9418 
Tobl Business • Services 
24 IOlI AlS|Elnm S[IVlC[ 
~0-81M ~ 3m hU 
TYP ING,  PAGING,  PHOTOCOPYING 
Alarm Monitor ing for  
Total Securi ly Service 
NOW OPIN 
Sapphire 
Hair Design 
directory 
REAL  ESTATE APPRAISERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
635 .5211 
STEVE R. CULLIS 
BOX 441 
., TERR~=F.  B.C. 
VSG 4B I  
Windshield t & Auto Glass IClC ~;laims 
S p e c i a l i ~  Handled 
Pr0mptb 
4711AKEITH ~ 330ENTERPRISE 
TERRACE KITIMAT 
6.18.11~ 632.4741 
, FOR LEASE 
Commercia l  or Warehouse Space 
At tho corner of Kelth, Kenney & Pohle 
--three unite, 1737 ICl. ft. each with store fronts. 
--one unit, 1800 sq. ft. with store front. 
• --one unit, 95t sq. ft., with 14x14 overhead door. 
Cell DAVE MilEOWN 
61s.~4sl 
Local Stock 
L 
A complete line of Janlk~rlel Supplies for Motel/ 
Hotel, Hospital and Industry. 
"FREE DELIVERY" 
Weekly Delivery 1~ Kiflmmt 
6ss.ss01 
4530 KEITHAVEHUIr  TERRACE, 
, DAD CATERING 
.635-9297 
Weddings-Banquets.Parties | For  appo in tment :a l l  
;l 6i8 1026 mock .o= for thot Sprin| 
! 4844 Loon Ave. or Sommor event-., 
I " , , ' 
i DAVID J, DEDILUKE 
I ' 3305 K£NNEY STREET, I " " . . .  /" \ " " .~,: '" '  
I ~ACE, 0.C. v~3 . I, ~ ~ ~  ~ • 
~1,~ i~'.':,: ~-- - ~- ' " '  '" '~" 
• I1 '1{  AUTOMOTIV I  ISPA IM 
!"  "= I -"- '- • 
• ' Ik14.1165 
- I I I i I Fo, information on running yourad in the business 
| _ , directory call 635-6357 , 
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